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Foreword

one way.
many paths.
W

hen you read this illuminating and inspiring book, and gaze at the stunning art, graphics, and
photographs, you will notice that there is something in its title that becomes odd the further
you adventure into the book. This oddity is simple. There is in fact no one way of learning

at Keystone. Instead, there is a plurality of ways. The Keystone way is a road with multiple paths leading
into and out of it. We create ways.
There are many reasons for this. One is that we deliberately bring together modes of learning and
methods of teaching from our chosen three great traditions: the Chinese or Eastern, the American or
Western, and the International. We should expect, therefore, to encourage techniques and styles from all
three, past and present, even anticipating and generating the future.
Another is that our teachers come from these three different backgrounds, and sometimes from different
strands within the same background. This adds to the richness and variety that are exemplified in this
book.
But perhaps the most important reason is that we emphasize creativity and innovation at Keystone, in our
students and teachers. This means that we shall always be restless to explore, and to invent new ways of
schooling and being schooled. This is so very exciting. I feel this excitement every morning when I cross
from my apartment to our academic buildings. I see it in the faces of our children when they come in the
school gate. And it is here, yes right here, in these ways of learning.
Read them, revel in them, cherish them.

Malcolm McKenzie
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No Love like
when the Sun
Meets the Moon:
Keystone Play Captivates the Audience

6

T

here are many legends, around the world, about the
sun and moon as tragic lovers destined to be separated
by their inevitable state of nature, chasing each other
to the ends of time. But what if they were to find a way
to take matters into their own hands, and defy destiny?
At Keystone Academy, this was possible thanks to the
beautiful and brilliant Chloe Keller, middle and high school Drama
teacher and Director of the school’s Performing Arts Center. Ms.
Keller explains, “Elements was originally written to be a companion
piece to four circus-based shows, each rooted in a different element: Earth, air, fire and water. But this story did not come to me…
And so it sat, incomplete, for two years…Creativity, like love, comes
not when it is bidden, but rather, in the heavy night, unburdened
by the scrutiny of day. And so I slept. I woke up at 3:30am, saw the
play in its entirety, and began to write it down furiously. By breakfast, it was complete; two years and one night later.”
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The Love Plot
An immaculate story of the most
essential element of human existence – love – is perhaps the
most brief, yet breathtaking description of this Keystone theatrical production. Elements: A Love
Story begins when the celestial
orbs send a part of themselves
in human form to Earth in order
to find love, to find each other.
But love on Earth, in its many
manifestations, is a complicated
entity of its own as the audience
found out. Every single person
in the grand Performing Arts
Center was on the edge of their
seats wondering from the moment the curtains were raised if
the star-crossed lovers – the sun
and the moon – would ever find
each other.
“This is the only play I have seen
that reveals the true purity of
love,” said grade 10 student,
Evelyn Huang who designed
the play’s poster. She also described Ms. Keller’s dedication
and passion for the production
as nothing short of “real love”.
The student-actors were equally
devoted to the play from the
get-go. “We practiced for two
months, and with growing intensity each time,” said one of
the supporting cast members,
Nancy Li from grade 10.
Learning Through
Love
The play was a spectacular
visual treat for the audience and
was an eye-opening experience
for the students who formed
the 19-member cast of the play.
Elements was a piece of physical theatre, where dialogue is
expressed through movement
of the body. And it was the supporting cast that made this es-
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sential aspect of the play possible. “As supporting actors, I was
constantly in motion, from one
scene to the next. From the jungle to the city and other scenes,
I would have only seconds to
change outfits, and assume my
next position and role. It was
exciting!” remarked Nancy. The
actors – main and supporting
cast – danced like in a dream,
j u m p e d a r o u n d p l a y f u l l y,
moved like soaring birds, and

performed other synchronized movements, and even became props. Every
single movement relayed the many
meanings of love in context or core
with remarkable precision and grace.
As David Sun, from grade 10, who plays
the human form of the sun said, “For
me drama was about reciting memorized dialogues, but this play made me
realize how much more complicated
plays are. I especially admire, and am
impressed with my peers who worked
backstage to make this play possible.
Nobody sees them, but they are the
real stars.”
David’s classmate and stage manager,
Jennifer Li agrees: “As the stage manager, I learned so much – writing a
prompt book, and giving cues for the
props, actors, light and sound. And
most importantly I was able to see the
play come alive from nothing. I am not
on stage, but it is fulfilling to see the
play role out with every cue I gave.”
Most of the students in the play, when
asked, said they have not experienced
this kind of love. Ms. Keller, meanwhile,
hopes her students have learned about
love and life from this play, and that “the
adults in the audience may have seen
their reflections in the human form of
the sun and moon, the man and woman respectively.”
The sun and moon have returned to the
universe having defied destiny briefly,
but they have left behind a lot of love,
as the human form of the moon, Ashley Fang from grade 10 so rightly put,
“This is my first year at Keystone, but
this play helped me discover a beautiful Keystone family – the teachers and
the students. This was an unforgettable
experience.”
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Is There
A Formula to
Understanding
Math Better ?
in less than one minute each
student was crunching algebra
problems in under 30 seconds,
and most impor tantly they
were enjoying it even more. In a
pall of silence, they solved each
problem as fast as Ms. Heaton
counted down, and crossed out
answers on their Bingo sheets.
Soon, one student stood up
shouting, “Bingo!” Another followed, and then another.

M

iddle and
high school
Math teache r, P r i s a n a
Heaton announced
to her grade 6 students that
they would start the day’s lesson with Algebra Bingo. The
whole class whined in chorus.
But then the game began, and
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“ When I taught in Australia,
students would cringe when
they heard the word “algebra.”
It took time to convince them
that algebra is fun, when they
had no idea what it involved,”
explained Ms. Heaton. “By using Math games, Math relay
and hands-on games, students
understand and practice the
concepts successfully without
even realizing it. This approach
is also a good break from poring over a textbook, and yet it is
the same material delivered in a
different form. So, here too I did
not want my grade 6 students
to cringe, and I wanted them to
enjoy learning the concepts in
an easier way,” she added.

Bingo gave students the conventional practice needed in
Math in an innovative way. Ms.
Heaton also used more creative approaches to ensure that
her students understood algebra concepts thoroughly. She
introduced UNO, a card game
played based on patterns. This
not only helped students get
familiar with algebra concepts
and patterns, but they also enjoyed learning it. Ms. Heaton is
sure that her students’ understanding of algebra concepts
are well grounded from the
excited discussions she heard
during their game: “It was great
to see the students so active in
their game, discussing the cards
played, reminding each other
about concepts when the game
couldn’t move forward. Though
playing the game was noisy,
their discussions were music to
my ears.”

able to solve questions from
a textbook but also recognize
that the same problems could
be presented differently yet
require the same solution. This
is Ms. Heaton’s way of challenging the students’ way of thinking by presenting the same
problems from different angles.
So, there may be a formula to
understanding Math better and
deeper after all.

This is not to say that Ms.
Heaton, like most teachers at
Keystone, does not use traditional teaching approaches. It
is about striking the right balance. Students still have to be
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IThis
Love
Book:
Grade 1 Pick their Favorites

12

S

tudents from grade
1 in Emma Folo’s,
primary school
E n g l i s h te a c h e r,
class gather on
their cozy learning
spot on the carpet for a pop
quiz, ‘Is that a character or a title?’ Ms. Folo put up sentences,
phrases or pictures, and students had to say whether they
were titles of, or characters in
a book. With each screen, students shouted out in chorus,
“Title!” “Character!” And then,
on one screen appeared Mo
Willems – a children’s book
writer. The students giggled
and said, “Ms. Folo, he’s an author!”
With a wink and a smile, Ms.
Folo said, “There is no tricking
all of you!” She was definitely
most pleased with her class
who are now learning about
text structures, and how to
apply them. This means that
students know the different
elements of a story: how it
flows – the plot – the characters, the author, and they can
even look for information in
the illustrations in the book.
Understanding and applying
text structure is one of the
assessment criteria in English
Language Development (ELD).
All eight classes of grade 1 are
having fun with this lesson.
One such fun activity involved
each student picking two or
more of their favorite books,
and writing or drawing about
them. One grade 1 student,
Peter holding three books said,
“All my books are about Lego.
I love Lego!” Peter’s classmate,
Amy picked Creepy Carrots
because, “It is so funny,” she

laughed. Austen also picked
a funny book, Lost at the Fun
Park. Understanding humor
is not easy, and it is definitely
indicative of cognitive and cultural development that must
go hand-in-hand with increasing linguistic capacity.
Teachers plan several such
lessons that help students
progress and achieve learning
goals in language development with fun, passion and
an understanding that is both
linguistic and cultural. Sometimes, it might be through
shared reading with their
grade 5 peers. Here, students
also discuss the book with
each other through guiding questions provided by
the teachers. They also share
books with each other in the
class (usually in pairs), which
helps students to support
each other. Spelling pyramids
are another exercise that helps
students strengthen their vocabulary that in turn makes
reading and understanding
text structures more meaningful. Students also worked
in groups on a project called
story mapping. They created
a map of the well-known fairy
tale, Goldilocks and The Three
Bears through art and crafts.
This helped them reflect on
the storyline, the characters,
and meaning of the tale in
teams.
Language development is not
only about a growing vocabulary, or the number of words
learned in a day, or the number of books read in a day. It is
a carefully planned roadmap
to comprehension from the
lowest grade levels.
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Cities and
Identities:
A Grade 10 Exhibition

14

“The eye: the window to the
soul…the point where a person’s
identity is concentrated.”

T

his is a compelling statement from Franco-Czech writer
Milan Kundera’s Identity. It gives a brief glimpse into the
multifaceted nature of identities, and how each of us can
continually shape it with memories, events, tassels of
culture, and even dreams and prayers. It also makes one
wonder what identity would look like if it were reproduced from what each of our eyes have captured.
Middle and high school Design teacher, Jenny Small got her grade
10 students to do just this in their Visual Arts unit titled, In The City.
“Students were encouraged to make a connection and identify
with either the city they live in, or another place they feel a close
connection with. The related concepts are representation and style.
Students are developing their own personal style – their identity –
and finding ways to represent their own ideas,” explained Ms. Small.
The breathtaking results of the grade 10 students were displayed in
Keystone’s Performing Arts Center.
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As you walk towards the exhibition, a glow catches
your eye and draws you to it. This is Gemma Liu’s
rendition of Potala Palace in Tibet. She says she
chose this as her project because it reflects “the
special connection between remarkable things
and ordinary life.” The extraordinary that captured
Gemma’s memories also embraces you.

But memories fade, and what remains are what
you most identify with remarked Victoria Wei who
produced a photomontage of one of her favorite
trips to Singapore. Though the building fades –
just like some memories – into the background,
the windows stand out strong and in vibrant
colors.
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Meanwhile, Victoria’s classmate Emily Lei used
drops of culture to color her work. Identifying
strongly with her home, history and culture –
China – she dredged the contents of used-teabags
to stain the sketch of a wall in her production.

Sometimes memories of home are roused by
events elsewhere – in others’ homes. Leo Sheng’s
depiction of the Paris terror attacks of late 2015 is
his way of showing solidarity with the world, and
hoping for peace.

While his classmate, Sophia Wang hopes
for something quite similar here in her
own hometown of Beijing. Using multiple prints of Beijing night skyline, she
hoped to demonstrate a darker side to
the city. Inspired for photographer Tim
Booth and his work, A Show of Hands,
Sophia put photographs of her hands
around the prints to represent human
struggle, pain and greed, which she says,
“reflects me as a Beijing resident who
cares about the city.”
Through prints – mono-printing, blockprinting, lino-printing – painting, collage
making and other techniques, students
from grade 10 have opened small windows to their souls. Ms. Small is pleased
that the students have “developed their
communication skills in a number of different ways. They have developed skills
in visual communication through their
artwork, written reflections and more.”
Expressing in many forms, with clarity
and confidence, is one of the first steps
to exploring, seeking and understanding
one’s own identity. And learning about
oneself continuously solidifies the foundation to learning.
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Grade 8
Designs
A Green Future

I

magine that your child
went to a school that
operated on solar energy, used recycled water
within its premises, and
minimized harm to the
environment using an array of
sustainable measures. Wouldn’t
that be the best possible future for your child? The grade
8 exhibition, ‘My Green School
Project’ gives a peek into this
green future.
Wind turbine, solar-paneled
windmill, rainwater harvesting
system, heat-preserving insulation box, hydropower, sustainable architecture, and a whole
range of other sustainable
technologies filled the school’s
Visual Arts Gallery. A buzz of inspiration and creativity echoed,
as grade 8 students set up their
designs for the exhibition.
The exhibition was part of the
MYP Design unit called ‘My
Green School Project.’ For 10
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weeks, the students researched
studied, planned, designed and
created working models of ecological, environment-friendly
technological solutions that
responded to the increasing deterioration of the Earth in many
ways. Even the materials used
for the projects were reused or
recycled.
“My project is a rainwater harvesting system,” explained an
excited Jerry Zheng adding, “I
chose to research water pollution, as I think it is a growing
problem. And my inspiration
was a water harvesting system I
saw at the National Science and
Technology museum.” Other
students, like Eric Zhang, found
inspiration on Keystone campus
itself: “There is a solar-powered
windmill near the school fountain. This inspired my design. I
also added a rainwater harvesting system so I can use the
water for my small green house,”
said Eric.

From intricate designing of green technologies,
students also envisioned entire green schools with
multiple energy saving and regenerating mechanisms, including sustainable architecture. Some
even created digital designs of their models.
Middle and high school Design teacher, George
Baxter remarked that the digital designs are exciting as you can see how an entire green school
would work. Baxter’s colleague and also a middle
and high school Design teacher, Richard Watts
noted, “The hard part is getting the models to
work, and it is exciting to see when they do.”
Meanwhile, students were critical about their designs and work. Some of them reflected on how
creative their designs were, but how unfortunate
that it did not work. Trials and errors are all part
of the creative process, and as Mr. Baxter said,
“Hope this project helped them think about their
environment more, and encouraged them to be
more creative, critical and communicative.”
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The Many Dimensions
of Learning
the Human Form:
Grade 10 Goes Cross-Disciplinary

A

block of clay,
modeling tools,
a n d o n e’s o w n
creative acumen – are these
enough to sculpt
the human form in 3D? Not
quite. “Making a sculpture of the
human form in clay is not easy,”
said grade 10’s Victoria Wei, adding, “But knowing the human
form, its constituent parts, and
how it all fits together makes
sculpting a more meaningful
learning experience.” Students
from grade 10 have been learning the human form not only
though Visual Arts, but also
through PE.
Stacey Atter ton, and Jenny
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Small, middle and high school
PE and Visual Arts and Design
teachers respectively, thought
it was a great opportunity to
adopt a cross-disciplinary approach to teaching a unit on
human form. Students began
with PE where they learnt all
the physiological aspects of
the body. This set the foundation for students in their Visual
Arts unit on the same topic.
“ When we started this unit,
students were already aware
of the physical aspects of the
body from Ms. Atterton’s lessons. So it was easier for me to
emphasize the importance of
proportions and perspectives
in creating the human form.
This is a crucial criterion when
communicating and expressing shape and form in Visual
Arts,” explained Ms. Small.
Grade 10 student, Nancy Li concurs: “In PE, one of the things I
learned in this unit was about
the skull. However, when I
started drawing the skull for the
Visual Arts unit, I realized that
I needed to know more, such
as the proportions that characterize each of the features, the
difference in each tooth, and
so on. It finally took me more
than two weeks to complete
my sketch of the skull. I feel that

without the PE unit my drawing would have been limited,
and without the Visual Arts unit
I would not have been able to
develop a deep understanding
of the human form.” Nancy’s
classmate, Gemma Liu also felt
that the cross-disciplinary approach has been very helpful.
From sketching live models, to
drawing muscular and skeletal
structures, students have progressed to sculpting 3D human
forms in clay. They also learned
to give their sculptures emotion

expressed through postures.
While students learn in a crossdisciplinary way, the assessment
criteria may vary. In this case
students will be evaluated for
knowledge and understanding in PE assessed through a
test, and in Visual Arts for skills,
knowledge, creativity and a final project. As middle and high
school Design teacher George
Baxter rightly said, “ This approach not only allows students
to see the connection between
disciplines, but also gives them
a richer learning experience.”
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What’s in
a Verse?
Grade 3 Students Find Out

My mother gave me two pieces of cake,
One I ate, the other I didn’t take.
Don’t ask me why…
My father gave me a winter coat,
Tear it I hope I will not,
Don’t ask me why…
Excerpt from "Don’t Ask Me Why", Liu Chenqian (translated)
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W

hen students from grade 3
read these and other similar verses and poems, it got
them thinking, remarked primary school Chinese teacher
Grace Wang: “One of the basic
skills students are measured against in grade 3
Chinese is their ability to write 400-character articles. This is a good measure, but it does not allow
students to form depth in their language skills.
Poetry helps students to think, form and express
their own opinions.”
Ms. Wang provided students not only with Chinese
poems, but also verses from authors around the
world if they are available in Chinese translation.

This helps broaden their cultural and cognitive
horizons, in turn enriching their language skills in
breadth and depth and not just in characters.
At the end of the poetry unit, students penned
their own verses that were displayed in an inhouse exhibition. Ms. Wang remembered how
some students’ poems deeply examined everyday
life, and questioned its meanings. Others looked
beyond what they saw, and expressed thoughtful
reflections. One student was so excited, that she
wrote eight poems. “It is beyond what I expected,”
noted Ms. Wang with a smile. Though the unit is
complete, she hopes her students will continue
investing time throughout the academic year to
reading poetry.
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What
is Your
Point?

A

Learning the Essential
Skill of Debating

crime is not a crime if there is no victim. What would your
arguments be, if you were to justify this statement? Though a
tad bit tricky, Maggie Yang from grade 4 thought it was quite
simple; she made deliberative distinctions between breaking
a law, and someone bearing the consequences – injury, harm,
etc. – of breaking a law. Why punish a person if there were no
consequences from breaking the law, debated this primary school student.
Maggie won fourth place out of nearly 140 students for a well-made point
in this written debate leg – champion writers – of the Beijing round of the
World Scholar’s Cup that took place at Keystone Academy on 19 and 20
March.
Meanwhile at the Beijing conference of Model United Nations (MUN) in early
March, students debated and negotiated possible international resolutions
on ‘preserving the cultural heritage of rapidly developing nations,’ and ‘promoting social and cultural integration of displaced peoples in Europe and
the Americas.’ “This was my first MUN. I have participated in the World Scholar’s Cup before, but not the MUN. It was exciting for me,” exclaims Justin Jin
of grade 10, adding, “Debates interest me because debating trains your brain
to think out of the box, improves your logic and reasoning, critical thinking,
and confidence.” Debating – written or oral – is an important skill for any student, notes middle and high school English Language Acquisition teacher
Audrey Moh for all of the above reasons and more. “It helps students develop
strategy, refine arguments, hone persuasion techniques, and builds confidence and language,” she adds. Keystone now has a few debating teams –
Model United Nations (MUN), Global Debate, World Scholars Cup. The teams
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tening skills, especially listening
to opposition arguments, and
creating rebuttals.”
These are not only skills essential for an effective and fuller
learning experience, but also an
important skill “for lifelong learning,” as Jacky Liang of grade 10
points out. Having participated
in the Global Debate competition, he says that debating is
not just the art of persuasion
and negotiation. “It is an exchange of knowledge. I learned
and gained a lot by listening to
what my opponents had to say.”
Jennifer Kim from grade 9 could
not agree more: “Debating is an
experience where you can encounter global views on huge
issues, especially through the
eyes of other people.” Yes, a willingness to learn and improve,
and the open-mindedness to
evolve – now, isn’t that the
point of it all!
practice every week during time allotted for Keystone Activities Program (KAP), and continue to improve their debating
skills with every competition.
Improving his public speaking skill is also why Wesley Wu of
grade 10 trains in the Global Debate team. But for Wesley, it is
also about teamwork, and the excitement and adrenaline that
make “your brain work at an incredible speed,” he says. Thinking on your feet can be quite exhilarating, especially when
you have to listen, reflect, and then respond to arguments. “It
teaches discipline and respect,” says primary school teacher,
Simon Weight who also trained the junior teams for the
World Scholar’s Cup, adding, “It encourages discipline when
speaking, ensuring to stay on subject, and to organize clear
arguments with logical continuity. It also teaches students to
respect the opposition speakers by honing speaking and lis-
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Making Sense
of Science:
Experimenting and Exploring

V

ictoria Wei, grade
10 student, tilts her
face to the right
almost against the
table in the science
lab, as she peers
closely through a thick, small
triangular piece of glass. Her
brows scowl a little, as her science partner moves from one
side of the table to the next
pointing a red laser through the
glass. At every table in the lab,
pairs of students were similarly
poring over their piece of glass,
trying to catch that refracting
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red ray of light. But you soon
notice that though they all have
the same equipment, the same
problem to solve, and the same
theoretical lessons to supportthem up, yet each pair is not
approaching the experiment
the same way.
“It is not just knowledge and
understanding that are essential to learning Science,” remarks
middle and high school Math
and Science teacher, Ian Miller,
adding, “Inquiring, designing,
processing, evaluating, and

reflecting on the impacts of
Science are equally important.”
Design experiments are an
essential part of the learning
process in Science. At this stage,
students design their own
experiment, once the teacher
presents them with a problem.
“Once Mr. Miller gave us the
question, we came up with the
idea of using the laser and a
protractor. However, it took us a
bit longer to plan out the exact
steps. In fact, we even changed
the original plan, as we were
doing the experiment,” explains

grade 10 student Winston Jiang.
Self-planning pushes students
to understand a subject in
greater depth than if they only
follow a textbook and carry out
experiments as per instructions.
“I actually understand what I am
doing during the experiment
that I planned myself,” exclaims
Victoria. Her classmate Ashley
Fang agrees: “I definitely have
a better understanding of this
topic after planning the experiment because I had to actually
use the knowledge I learned,
and figure everything out step
by step. Although my partner
and I finished the planning
quickly, the actual experiment
didn’t go well. Our approach
caused a large error when the
deviation of the angle occurs.
We had to solve the problem,
and adjust the plan, which also
improves my ability of solving
problems and experimenting.”
But some science problems take
more than an experiment to
solve or understand, like one issue students in grade 7 tried to
resolve: Are food webs resilient

enough to survive extinction of
an individual species due to climate change? To find the answer
to this question, these students
debated for and against the issue. They not only used empirical
evidence – the famous dinosaur
example was cited – to support their arguments, but also
substantiated their stance with
logic, such as what would happen if bees were to disappear
all together. “This approach not
only tests the students’ knowledge and understanding of the
topic – in this case Ecology – but
also leads them to dig deeper,
reflect on the impacts of science,” explains middle and high
school science teacher, Amanda
Narkiewicz. More interestingly, it
is classmates who judge the arguments, as they wait their turn
to debate. The grade 7 students
were excited about this way of
learning Science, as they walked
out of their classroom still filled
with adrenaline. “I have not done
this before!” and “This is so exciting!” said a couple of students,
while others smiled from ear to
ear having made sense of Science.
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Bringing
out of the
Woodwork:
Grade 7 Learns Product Design

3

M + 3P = D. This is not an easy formula
to crack because this is not Math! D is
for Design – one of eight essential subjects of IB MYP – taught as digital and
product design. It is both an art and a
science. Middle school design teacher,
Richard Watts explains the science behind the art
of design: “Students acquire modeling skills, gain
familiarity with materials, and master techniques
such as measuring and marking. Design is quite
an involved subject for any student because a specific process has to be followed, requiring detailed
planning, and precisioned execution.”
And walking into Keystone’s state-of-the-art woodwork room, you see these skills, techniques and
precision in action. When we took a peek, students
from grade 7 were completing their Product Design project on wooden bookends. Having been
through a few lessons at the beginning of the unit,
students then researched their individual designs,
and planned its execution. Some of the modeling
is undertaken digitally too. “I think design is quite a
special subject because we can be creative using
a combination of technology and a hands-on ap-
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proach,” said an excited Henry Fu
from grade 7, adding “And the
best part is that we get to learn
and practice our skills with the
latest technology, which, to me,
feels like looking into the future!”
However, it is not just the development of ideas that Mr. Watts
looks for in a student’s work, but
he also assesses for inquiry and
analysis, creating solutions to
the problem at hand, and their
own reflections of the process
the student underwent. All of
these criteria are fundamental to
a design cycle. “I know that my
ideas have to be creative and
beautiful, but more importantly
they also have to be functional.
Let’s take this unit on designing

wooden bookends for instance,
we were asked to make more
than one design. This involved a
lot of detailed consideration of
not just ideas, but also feasibility,” notes David Chen of grade 7.
Another grade 7 student, Makar
Cherepanov feels that the process and planning involved in
Design are also useful in subjects
like Science.
Design is a precise art with
plenty of room for creativity, innovation, thinking and action.
Students are able to experience
learning that draws both the
characteristic qualities of an art
and a science, and how they can
mold them together with the
planning and process.
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Plots, Podcasts
and a Peculiar
Door to Narnia:
Grade 8 solves campus mysteries

“H

ave you ever
wondered where
that mysterious
door bet ween
the first and
second floor of
the Keystone dorms lead to?
Perhaps to a ventilation system,
garbage disposal shoot, or is it
just a door to Narnia?” And immediately, this first sentence
in one of the grade 8 podcasts
not only lays the plot, but also
draws you in begging to know
more. Split into four groups, students from grade 8 produced
podcasts from their English unit
titled ‘Crime and Justice’. The
idea was inspired from a podcast series called Serial that narrates the mystery of a fictional
murder.
“I first found Serial two years
ago, and was absolutely enraptured by it,” said Chelsea Prehn,
middle and high school English
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teacher, adding, “A year later I
read an article about a teacher
who used Serial in his grade
11 English class. That teacher
argued that the series had all
of the traditional elements of a
piece of literature – plot, characters, conflict, theme, setting
– and was also uniquely engaging to a teenage audience. I
couldn’t have agreed more. It
also fit my teaching philosophy
– when students are truly engaged in a topic or a method,
they learn almost without even
noticing. This was certainly the
case with this unit.”
Adapting the idea to Keystone,
Ms. Prehn asked her students
to find an original mystery confined to the campus, and solve
it through interviews, research
and fact checking. So one group
decided to find out what lie behind an unusual door between
the first and second floors in
the residential building, another
investigated the story of a real
weasel that was no longer to be
found, a third group dived into
the purpose of a hole dug at
the far end of the soccer field,
and the last group looked into
the quality of the water source
on campus. But before the students dived into their mysteries,
they started with listening to all
the episodes of Serial.
“Listening to the podcasts was
hard at first because there
were so many tiny details. But

it helped me take better notes,
and organize my thoughts better once I have all the information, and I also learned how
to add those small details that
hooked the listeners,” explained
Barbara Wang, one of the grade
8 students. Barbara’s classmate
and group member, Cherr y
Tian pointed out that the unit
helped hone her story-telling
skills. And for their classmate
Betty Guo, it expanded her

view of creativity. This is more
than what Ms. Prehn hoped her
students would learn from this
English unit. Some of the other
skills that students have gained
from this unit include listening,
critical listening, critical thinking, analysis and discussion.
Now, here is a small test for your
listening skills. Plug into the
mystery of the unusual door,
and see if you are as good a detective as our students.
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Learning on
the Wild Side:
Grade 2 Explores the Rainforests

W

alk into the
grade 2
classrooms,
and you
may feel
like you are
in the middle of a rainforest.
Vines and different species of
animals made out of decorative paper cover the classroom
ceilings, giving the students
an almost life-like ambience –
perfect for the current IPC unit
on ‘Saving The World,’ focused
on the theme of rainforests. The
big idea of the unit is centered
on exposing students to the
nature of such forests, how and
why they are important to our
planet, and what students can
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do to save this rapidly diminishing resource of our world.
One of the grade 2 students,
Sam Fang, knew what he could
do from a trip he made to Borneo – a rainforest straddled between Malaysia, Indonesia and
Brunei. He gave his classmates
an impressive presentation
about his trip, told them what
he saw, and what he learned.
Excited by the photos in their
classmate’s presentation, they
keenly probed Sam further for
more details.
These eager explorers will continue getting to know the rainforests through subjects such as

Geography, Science, and even
Music and Art. For instance, in
their art project for this unit,
students used a camouflage
technique with pieces of magazine paper to bring alive a scene
from the rainforest. In Geography, they learned to use maps
and understand features about
the land and its environment.
In Science, they studied about
living things supported by a
rainforest’s ecosystem, and produced reports on a rainforest
animal of their choice. Clearly,
learning on the wild side is not
only engaging and filled with
subject-specific learning goals,
but most importantly it is also a
lot of fun!
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No Child’s Play!
Grade 9 Students Become Coach for the Day

34

A

whistle echoed in the middle school gym, followed
by the echo of several running feet. This was the
sound of the excited group of foundation year students as they kicked off their PE activity, balls galore.
But when they got something wrong, or forgot a
rule, these youngest Keystone students did not turn
to the PE teacher, Andrew Thompson; they turned to the grade 9
students who were training them. Yes, the grade 9 students were
in charge in an interesting middle school unit conceptualized and
organized by the teachers of the PE department on sports leadership. The unit, part of the Keystone PE curriculum, focused on how
to use communication and relationships effectively in leadership

to give students meaningful experiences while playing games and
practicing skills.
Communications and relationship building are both skills that can be
tricky, especially with young children, as most parents can definitely
vouch. So one can sympathize when the grade 9 students were
quite nervous, as they picked their activities in one of their class sessions, and then went about planning it. The middle school students
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not only planned the game,
but also broke it down to the
skills required such as catching,
throwing, or running, and how
they would go about training
their young peers. “When I first
planned my game – balls galore
– I included several brief skillstraining sessions. Then I revised
the plan, as I thought some of it
would be difficult for the young
students,” said Paul Pu, one of
the grade 9 students. Paul added
that he was pleasantly surprised
when his group of little trainees
listened, understood and followed the rules of the game. It
made him feel confident as a
sports leader.
Meanwhile, Paul’s classmate Rachel Han’s experience was quite
different: “The hardest part for
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me was getting the foundation year students to follow the
rules when playing the game. I
was wrong when I thought this
game would be easy to execute, and that they would listen
to me.” But Rachel’s experience
taught her a very important
leadership lesson: “I think one of
the most important qualities of
a leader is being able to handle
a situation that goes wrong. It is
crucial to remain calm and not
be nervous.” And this is exactly
what Rachel did as her foundation year students were losing
focus and getting weary.
“This is what I was hoping for,”
remarked Mr. Thompson, adding, “The planning is important,
and they have to learn how to
break down a game into the

required skills. But, ideally a
few things need to go wrong
for them to understand what
it really takes to be a leader. I
also hope that this project and
unit helps the students build
confidence in themselves, and
they understand that they can
achieve and build relationships
and character traits that they
didn’t know they had.” The grade
9 students learned more than
they set out to learn especially
in the way they spoke to their
young peers with patience and
a constant smile even when the
trainees did not follow instructions. Some were also willing to
listen to the suggestions made
by foundation year students
and incorporate them into the
game. Now, these are true leaders in the making.
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exploring
earthquakes:

Grade 6 Goes Beyond the Science of It All

O

ver 200,000
Indonesians
succumbed to
the 2004 tidal
earthquake that
rocked the seabed of the Indian Ocean. Over
half a decade later, the earthquake in the capital of Haiti left
more than 300,000 dead and
an equal number injured. In
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2008, the Sichuan earthquake
was marked by a death toll of
nearly 70,000 and over 370,000
injured. These are just some of
the horrifying statistics of one
of the most devastating natural
phenomena – earthquakes.
The numbers do not even begin to reveal the magnitude of
the aftermath for those who
survived, and are left to rebuild

their lives. Humans are, most
often than not, at the center of
the power of nature and its dynamic systems, and what better
way to mitigate its, sometimes,
decimating impact than to understand it at its very core. This
is exactly what students from
grade 6 did in their recently
completed Science unit on
Earth Systems.

In a practical experiment
designed by middle school
science teacher Amanda
Narkiewicz, students paired up
with a classmate and explored
how the Earth’s core shifts and
moves to cause large -scale
events, such as earthquakes.
Simulating the movements of
our planet’s mantle may sound
complicated, requiring sophisticated gadgetry, but all it took
was: two small cups, two pushpins, 1 large jug, hot water, cold
water and dyes of two different
colors. Though the experiment
and modeling the science of
nature was simple, it allowed
students to grasp the dynamic
complexity of scientific concepts and draw inferences that
further clarified the information and knowledge they had
learned.
But what does all this mean
in reality? It means that the
red dye mixed in hot water
that seeps out of the pushpin

hole of the small cup placed
in a large jug of water not only
reflects the tectonic shifts in
the Earth’s core, but also represents, for example, “the energy
released by 100 atomic bombs,
similar to the ones used in Hiroshima,” as in the tragic case of
the 2008 Sichuan earthquake
said one of the grade 6 students
in her end-of-unit presentation.
The individual presentations
were Ms. Narkiewicz’s way of
ensuring that each of her students understood the science,
and also learned how science
can impact as well as help people. Each student picked a case,
such as the earthquake in Chile,
Haiti or Sichuan, and presented
its science and social impact. It
was not only a demonstration
of their thorough grasp of the
subject matter, but also their
attempt at going beyond the
science of it all and researching,
thinking and communicating
ways to employ scientific principles to survive.
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Not Just for
the Sake of Art:
Grade 8 Seeks Meaning and Messages

“W

h e n w e
first started
discussing
Guernica in
our Visual
Arts class, I
just saw chaos. And when I realized that it was a Picasso, I was
even more surprised because it
was just black, white and blue
(or grey because it was a print
out). But, I think this is one of
Picasso’s best works,” said Joya
Zhao from grade 8. Joya’s classmate, Terry Wang notes, “Art is
not only about beautiful paintings.” This is exactly what their
Visual Arts teacher, Paulina Aguilera was hoping her students
would reflect on in their unit
on printmaking called ‘I Have A
Voice.’
“My hope is that students will
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see art as performing many
functions – a vehicle for change
is one of those functions,” said
Ms. Aguilera, adding, “It is important for me to engage and
motivate students. By making
real-world connections in a
local context, students were
able to more easily connect
with concepts. In this unit, for
example, students analyzed the
work of Lin Tianmiao, a famous,
contemporary Beijing artist to
see how she represents ideas
of tradition and modernization
through her work. For an international perspective, we also
looked at the work of Chris Jordan, Theo Jansen, Jose Guadelupe Posada, Pablo Picasso and
Judith and Richard Lang. All of
these artists communicate their
views of social issues through
representational artwork.”
From Picasso to Posada, and
from Lin to Lang, these middle
school students have learned
that art is not just for art’s sake.
They are able to visualize peace
in Picasso’s near-monochromatic, gut-aching depiction of
violence; they see dimensions
of gender perspectives and
subjectivity in Lin’s installations. This approach to media
literacy helps students better
understand the real beauty of
art, even in the colorless chaos
of images. The research and

lessons also enabled them to
produce their own messages
through the art of printmaking. One grade 8 student, Jerry
Zhou explains his print: “I chose
to focus on deforestation. Using an hourglass, I showed how
our beautiful earth – top of the
hourglass – is transforming into
a desert at the bottom. I called
it ‘the change,’ though I don’t
mean it positively. Like in Guernica, I think negative images deliver more powerful messages.”
Joya chose to highlight the underreported plight of dolphins.
“Only 50 remain in China and
no one cares,” she bemoans.
Another classmate, Mark Wang,
chose to depict the need to
save energy and the environment through green travel.
Smoking is a serious problem

in many societies, and “children
are the biggest victims; I have
seen parents smoking in their
child’s presence. It is horrible,”
said Terry who chose to focus
his print on this grave issue.
Visual Arts offer students a way
to communicate in a universal
language, according to Ms.
Aguilera: “They are not bound
by words; instead they are
fueled and inspired by ideas. A
good artist, in my mind, must
have ideas. Ultimately, I do not
expect students to become accomplished artists; however, I
do want them to be able to appreciate the Arts, to think intelligently about what motivates
artists and to support artists.
Art is what brings cultures alive,
and what motivates us to think
about our beliefs and values.”
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Art with
Passion.
Art with
Purpose:

Grade 10 Lay Out their Canvas
for the Future
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T

he chubby, cherublike face of a child
looks up at you,
but her eyes are
clenched shut, as if
begging for mercy.
And you suddenly notice that
she is a fish. This gripping piece
of art is the clay sculpture of
grade 10 student, Alice Zhang
who wanted to portray the
suffering and discrimination
against young girls with a
unique focus on, and dedication to the many that have
been killed by drowning in rivers because of unsubstantiated
superstitions, stigma or other inhuman sociocultural practices.
Art is not only illocutionary poetry, but it is also a window to
the heart and soul of the artist.
And as you wander through the
middle and high school endof-term art exhibition, you see
and feel so much more. You see
the students’ trials, their frictions with hard-hitting realities,
their progress, their moments
of reflection, their jolts of hesita-

tion and more…you see their
journeys. “Our students have
put in a lot of work. They have
come a long way. I think this
exhibition will show our community an entire spectrum of
Visual Arts and Design work,
and it also demonstrates what
our students are capable of,” remarked middle and high school
Design teacher, George Baxter.
The exhibition includes works
from students in grades 7 to 10,
and has everything from painting, printing, and sculptures, to
product designs.
“People have always told me
that I am a good artist,” re marked Alice when asked what
she liked about art, adding, “But
I do it because it makes me happy.” Gemma Liu, another grade
10 student, feels the same way
saying that she loves art and
that it will always be a part of
her life. Meanwhile for Alice and
Gemma’s classmates, art is not
only a passion, but also a professional choice. Nancy Li dreams
of being an architect and wants
a solid foundation in Art. Victoria Wei has set her sights on
being a graphic designer and
needs the training and skills. In
addition to these four emerging
artists and bright students, another dozen students have chosen Visual Arts in the IB Diploma
Programme (IBDP).
Visual Arts is by no means an
easy subject, exclaim these students. Learning Visual Arts reminds Gemma of solving Math
problems, while for Victoria it
is quite similar to writing an
English essay in that a piece of
art requires conceptualizing an
idea, researching and exploring
this idea, drafting several ver-

sions of the idea, and then finalizing the work. It is more than
just creativity. It is time consuming, intense and demanding.
And as some of the students
concur, it is a subject that lets
you explore and find yourself
in many ways and forms. Given
the rigorous nature of the Visual
Arts course, DP students will

have their own dedicated Visual
Arts Studio for the two years
of high school, which “will be
their academic, reflective and
intellectual space,” remarked Mr.
Baxter. It will be, to paraphrase
Thomas Merton, their space
and time to continue their
journeys of losing and finding
themselves through art.
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Elements: A Love Story is the
culmination of more than
two years of sleepless nights,
dedication and passion.
Here, middle and high school
Drama teacher and Director,
Chloe Keller reflects
on its origins and
conceptualization.

Elements:
A Love Story:
A Director’s Note
By Chloe Keller,
Middle and High School Drama Teacher
46

T

his play is my love
letter to men. It is my
praise and dance of
gratitude to the struggles you endure to be
in relationships with
us. Men are beautifully simple
and women are elegantly complex. This makes it challenging
to be together sometimes. This
story is one man’s journey to find
his other half as she continues to
move in ways most elusive. Most
love stories focus on the woman’s
journey, but this one is for the
men, about the men, because of
the men.
Elements was originally written
to be a companion piece to four
circus-based shows, each rooted
in a different element: earth, air,
fire, and water. But this story did
not come to me as liquidly as its
predecessor. An artist can work
diligently, but creativity will not
be dictated by time and human
demands. And so it sat, incomplete, for two years. I struggled. I
could not find the road to a completed text, but rather, fragmented scenes and snippets. Creativity like love comes not when it is
bidden, but rather, in the heavy
night, unburdened by the scrutiny of day. And so I slept. And
creativity and love rendezvoused
into one perfectly conceived
scene. I woke up at 3:30 am, saw
the play in its entirety and began
to write it down furiously. By
breakfast, it was complete – two
years and one night later.
I wanted the world premier of
this play to be at Keystone’s Performing Arts Center. I felt very
strongly that the first full-length
production in our new performing arts center should belong to
this theatre and no other. It too
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should be on its maiden voyage. This was a deciding factor in
choosing to produce Elements.
What could be more fitting than
a new play for a new theatre? A
premier and a world premiere.
This story is told through the medium of Physical Theatre in which
text becomes secondary to the
dialogue of the body. It is a physical narrative. Each scene is structured around a specific form of a
particular element. The quality of
movement in each scene is subtly
informed by its elemental form.
Air for example takes the soft
quality of zephyr and the more
dynamic structure of tornado. You
may wonder, if you were born in
this hemisphere, why metal and
wood are not directly addressed
as elements in this play. In other
philosophies, they are considered
to be part of Earth, (although I did
sneak metal in). When I moved
here I marveled that Air was not
considered an essential element
in Eastern philosophy. If it were,
perhaps its purity would be more
carefully guarded. This piece concerns itself primarily with the Fifth
element: Love.
This play is dedicated to loves
lost, the love on its way, and all
the men who have loved me,
raised me, and shaped my bowl.
I thank you. Of particular note
are my beloved Uncles Brad and
Keith, two of the sweetest men I
know, who instilled in me the value of kindness; my brother Theo
whom I admire and adore above
all else; my best friend George
who is a king among men; and
most especially, to the first man
in my life, my father and fellow
artist, Ted Keller who has taught
me that love and artists come in
many forms.
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Grade 3
Gets
Electrified
By Reada Wilkinson
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If there is any subject that can
get students energized,
it is probably anything to do
with electricity. Students from
grade 3 concluded an IPC unit
called Bright Sparks focused on
this topic. Reada Wilkinson, primary school English teacher, tellS
you all about it.

O

ver the last
few weeks, the
grade 3 classrooms were
powered with
the excitement
of learning and electricity. Yes!
Our third graders just finished
their second IPC unit, Bright
Sparks! Through subjects such
as science, history, technology,
and international learning targets, this unit focused on electricity.
Their learning process involved
doing experiments that had
the students really excited. They
were able to create their own
circuits using a battery, wires,
lights, and switches. Students
made hypotheses and investigated to see if their hypotheses
were correct. Now, they also
know which materials make for
good insulators and conductors. With such adventurous fun
comes the question of safety,
which we also discussed and

learned. Walking around the
classroom during lessons, I
could hear students say, “That’s
so cool!”, “Look at this!” and
“Wow!” It encouraged inquisitiveness and prompted them
to ask, “What would happen if
we….” and “I wonder…” It was
electrifying to see and hear the
students enjoy their lessons.
The topic also led us to learn
about famous scientists who
have made an impact in the
field of electricity. We did this
through our work for English
Library. The students researched
about a few scientists, while also
learning about writing biographies. After reading about the
lives of Nicola Tesla, and Thomas
Edison, the students then went
on to write a biography about
a person they know. Students
chose family members, teachers, and classmates.
The research continued in
their Chinese lessons; students

inquired into different ways
that energy is produced. They
worked in teams to create
posters that showcased different forms of alternative energy.
They also compared the effectiveness of wind, solar, and water energy, and displayed their
learning in color bar graphs. We
decided to get more colorful
with this IPC unit in Art class.
Students created cityscapes
that incorporated lights. Their
work was extremely artistic,
innovative, and many of their
scenes and buildings were very
intricately designed.
On 11 December, we invited
parents to join us in our Grade
3 Electricity Museum. Students
and teachers worked together
to create exhibits to showcase
their learning. Students were
eager to demonstrate experiments and share what they
had learned with their parents.
What a bright spark to end the
term on!
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Parenting a
Teenager 101
By Catherine Powell,
Learning Support Specialist
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A

ll children are different; they learn in different styles
and at different rates. Their brains are still developing,
and will still be till their early 20s. I have two boys,
and they were very different from each other. My
older son would come home, and all he wanted to
do was play. He did not want to do his homework, or
read a book. He just wanted to go outside and play. He was a challenge for me. So, I went to the school, and got a lot of suggestions
on how to work with my son. They gave me some ideas back then,
and I’ll share them with you.
Timing is Everything!
There were times when I felt I would pull my hair out, and be frustrated as a parent. I would ask my son, “Do you have homework?”
He would reply, “No! I don’t have any.” But I knew that he did, or
he’d say, “Oh, I finished my homework at school.” This might be a
familiar situation for a lot of parents. A lot of times our kids are just
overwhelmed, which is something I have realized from experience,
and with my son. By the time I realized that he was struggling so
much, he was frustrated and had given up. And that daily struggle
even affected my relationship with my son. So I received a book
titled, Homework Without Tears by Lee Canter. And this book says
that instead of asking your child, “Do you have homework?” you
must set a specific time for homework. This is a workable first step.
Signs to Watch Out For
One of the things that is often highlighted in discussions about
children’s academic performance is behaviors to watch for. When
they start to get overwhelmed, they stop doing their homework.
You might start to see a lack of performance in their grades. You
might see that they are no longer motivated. You might see frus-
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tration while they are trying to
do their homework. So a set
time may help deal with some
of these issues.
It is also important to create a
study plan. While doing so, one
of the things to consider is the
place where a student is working. And if the student is struggling, perhaps he/s he needs
what we call a public space, for
instance the kitchen table. Then
once the study plan – hourly
schedule after a school day – is
made, it would be useful to post
it where every family member
can see it. This then becomes the
routine, an expectation rather
than asking the student everyday, “Do you have homework?”
For instance if you have set
aside a 2-hour block of time
for homework, the expectation is that you are doing your
homework, or that you are doing other school-related work
in that set time, such as revising
new vocabulary learned in the
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day. Students could be reviewing their class notes, or checking their school planner for upcoming project or assignment
deadlines. The school planner
has a lot of useful information
for students and parents, such
as the IB approaches to learning
and learner profiles, as well as
the academic calendar. It is also
a good communication tool.
Parents can look at the planner
with their child and talk about
their projects and assignments.
It is also important that children follow an end-day routine,
which includes getting their
planner signed by parents, especially in grades 6 and 7. They
should also check to ensure
their backpacks have everything
they need for the next day. This
is a good visual reminder for
students and parents and demands organization. Students
struggle with organization at
this age and we can give them
the tools to support them.
Supporting Your
Child

Parents can also speak to their
children about time management as you look through the
school planner, and discuss
upcoming assignments and
projects. Parents can also encourage children to approach
relevant teachers if they need
more help. Children can often
be apprehensive to approach
teachers, but parents can continue to encourage them to
do so, if not in person then via
email. And I would also emphasize that we should refrain from
rescuing our children too much.
They must learn to fall down,
and pick themselves up. If we
rescue them every time, they
will not learn that important
skill. A good question you can
ask them if they are facing a difficult situation is, “What can you
do about that?” You can come
up with ideas together with
your child to solve the problem
they are facing, but also letting
them choose their solution.

Here is the study plan for Keystone’s residential students:

3:30-4:30

KAP activities. Teachers may also be available in their
classroom, and students are free to approach them

4:30-5:30

KAP

5:30-6:30

Dinner

7:00

Room Inspection and phone collection

7:30-9:30

Supervised study in the dorm or library

9:30

Get ready for bed

10:00

Turn in all technology

10:15

Lights out

One element I would like to emphasize is the routine phone collection we follow before study time. It
is important that students are not distracted with phone alerts, texts and messages during homework
time. You can follow this procedure at home too. You can insert this step into your individual study
plans at home. Students get plenty of support at school in addition to support they get from parents,
which includes academic advisors, teachers, grade-level leaders, counselor, learning support staff, and
others. Together students will get all the support they need to flourish academically and socially.
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In this edition of Teacher Talks,
middle and high school Design
teacher, Jenny Small tells us
about her grade 10 students,
and their Visual Arts project
in collaboration with a
school in the UK.

Peer Assessment
Goes Global
By Jenny Small,
Middle and High School Design Teacher
54

V

isual Arts is an interesting subject for many reasons. It is a subject that
lets students capture what they see, and perhaps what they don’t. More
interestingly, it is a subject that often times reflects a piece of oneself.
This is also why I wanted to share a few reflections on the grade 10 unit,
‘In the City.’ The key concept in this unit is identity. How does one identify oneself in a city, especially in one that you have lived in for years?

The objective of the unit was for students to bring their own personal experiences
with city life to their work. Having experimented with a range of print-making and

mark-making techniques, as well as researching and responding to the work of
other artists, they are also required to demonstrate their knowledge and understanding, their ability to think creatively, develop skills, and their ability to create a
final piece of work.
I wanted to provide students with unique ways and resources to aid this learning process. Feedback is an essential part of any learning and quality feedback or
advice is how we make progress. But what we learn from each other is sometimes
more profound. Feedback and advice from peers is much more powerful than
only listening to the advice of the teacher.
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And so we decided to go global
in search of feedback. I contacted a school in the UK. Students in Birmingham, UK at the
Camp Hill School for Girls were
given the same homework task
as students at Keystone. Both
classes had to draw a building
that holds a special memory for
them, a structure they identified with. They were asked to
create a mixed-media piece responding to the work of one of
two artists Valery Koshlyakov or
John Piper who they have been
studying through the semester.
By collaborating with a school
thousands of miles away, the
unit grew not only to understand the contrasts between
western and eastern architecture, but also the construction
of identities. Obviously, by
swapping work with students
from a western culture, as expected we saw some contrast
in the architectural styles of the
buildings students chose to
draw. But I was also interested
to see a significant contrast
in the techniques, styles and
drawings of the students. And I
hoped that my students would
not only learn from the feed-
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back they receive, but also from
their British peers’ works.
Though anxious and a tad bit
nervous at first, my students
produced their best work. This
is what one of my students,
Vincent Liu told me later, “When
I heard about the peer learning
project, I was at first nervous
but also quite excited. This is a
rare opportunity and I wanted
to share my best work with the
peer school. I was excited because I really wanted to see the
peer school’s work, and how
they would assess us, especially
because they are culturally different from us.”
When I look at the development
of the Keystone students’ work,
I think that this experience has
helped them to be braver. It
has helped them to experiment with different materials
more. One of my students, Alice
Zhang, thinks so too: “I think I
need to be more confident in
experimenting. I think it’s the
way I have been taught to draw
before, where drawing meant
capturing the object I was
drawing exactly without imposing my thoughts or opinions on

my artwork. I have always been
good at art, but it was only after
coming to Keystone that I started finding my own style. My
British peers helped me realize
that I need to be less conservative in my artwork. I hope I can
continue to build my friendship
with the peer school students.”
Personally, through this experience, I have learnt more about
my own students here at Keystone. I have learnt that they
have such a diverse range of experiences to draw from, and that
they are willing to collaborate
and communicate with others.
Some students shared quite personal memories, and I think that
this will help them to connect
in more meaningful ways with
their work. It was encouraging
for me that my students were
open to new ideas from the UK,
and were equally thoughtful in
their advice to their new British
friends. They were also open
minded when reading their own
feedback. It would be interesting
to see how each school develops their work further. We are
looking forward to swapping images of the final outcomes from
these projects in the near future.

Leadership Is
Not In A Title
By Audrey Moh,
Middle and High School
English Teacher
“Nothing will work
unless you do.”
– Maya Angelou
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W

hen I first
came to
Keystone, I
had told the
then Dean
of Students,
Wendy Bradley, that student
leadership development was
what I was keen on. Although
since then, I have taken on several projects and responsibilities,
student leadership continues to
be a priority for me.
Student leadership at Keystone
is very interesting. There are no
predecessors for any potential
student leader to look up to,
and our most senior student
group in the school’s inaugural year was grade 9. In most
schools, it is typically the seniors
in grades 11 and 12 that possess the maturity and skills to
lead a student body. So what
can the first Student Council at
Keystone do?
Apparently, a lot! I have learnt
over the years that leadership
often shows up under pressure,
or when one least expects it.
Many people believe in the notion of a born leader. But I like to
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believe that whether people are
born to be leaders or not, they
need someone to nurture them,
and help them better understand their own strengths and
weaknesses. Without guidance
and mentorship, leadership
qualities can remain hidden for
years and sadly sometimes, remain buried.
Adolescence, in my opinion, is
the best time for this personal
development. No one can say
for sure who he or she is, and
that gives us room for development. Many students believe
that the only leadership position worth running for is the
presidential one, but this is not
true! A true leader recognizes
that leadership can emerge
anywhere, and does not need
a title to prove it. A true leader
also knows that he or she is just
a person like any other who

lives by the values that he or
she believes in, regardless of the
title.
Based on these beliefs, my coadvisor, Amanda Shen and I
helped to nurture and guide
the first Student Council. There
were mistakes along the way.
We had to remind ourselves
about just how young they
were, and how challenging it
may be for the students to be
mature and responsible at the
same time. But, these amazing
students rose to the challenge.
As they learnt and experienced
more about leadership, they
began to realize the uniqueness
of Keystone, and the kind of
responsibilities future Student
Council Presidents would have.

That is why the first Student
Presidents, together with Amanda and me, decided to test a
different approach to forming
the student council the second
time around.
At the last Round Square Conference in Singapore where I
met administrators and teachers from schools all over the
world, I attended a seminar on
democracy. When we talk about
democracy to students, they
often think about freedom of
speech, and it is often linked to
political agendas. However in
student leadership, democracy
is about the cultivation of a student voice, to allow the student
cohort to realize just how powerful their voices and opinions

can be. Listening and watching
other educators present their
versions of democracy adapted
in their schools were inspiring, and so I brought the idea
back to Keystone’s first Student
Council.
Initially everyone was skeptical,
including myself. The new process eliminated speeches and
campaigning, thus removing
all opportunities to prepare or
manipulate votes in advance.
But having spent a year with
Amanda and me in leadership development, the student
leaders believed that Keystone
deserved a true leader, and so
they voted for a new election
process. This was a proud moment for us.
This new process allowed candidates to present a one-minute
video to introduce themselves

to the student body on Election
Day. This was then followed by a
Q&A session with a panel made
up of teachers and students.
This leveled the playing field. All
candidates had to be considerate of each other. Honesty, and
a desire to serve were what we
were looking for. In addition,
the opportunity to experience
and participate in democracy in
the form of student voices was
presented fairly and equally to
all students through voting.
Leadership development at
Keystone is about helping every
student realize that he or she
has the power to do something.
This article is not about what
the Student Council can do,
nor is it to encourage everyone
to try to be in Student Council.
It is to promote the leader in
each of us, by recognizing our
strengths and weaknesses, and
working on them to become a
better leader in our own lives.
Those who voted wisely on
Friday for the second Student
Council, you have been a leader
in ensuring that this year, the
Student Council will serve you
better!
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Make the
Most of
Your Child’s
Summer:
Ten Things
to Keep
in Mind
By Dr. Maureen McCoy,
Head of Middle School

S

ummer is celebrated in song as the time for laziness,
fun in the sun, and general relaxation. But for our Keystone students, and for most of the students around
the world who will be in the same applicant pool for
colleges, summer is a time for opportunity and learning.
It’s the time to improve learning, build a profile for college admissions, while having a little fun too.
I want to tell you about ten different purposes of summer programs, and let you consider how your family’s summer plans can
support student learning over the summer. There are a multitude
of different activities and programs that students can do over the
summer months, and most meet more than one purpose. Let’s see
how your family’s summer plans can allow students to keep on
learning, in a different way.
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1. Summer activities can build English
proficiency.
Just being in an English-language environment can help students
with listening comprehension, and challenge them to speak English more. So traveling to an English-speaking country is a good
summer plan. Most families will find that even in non-English
speaking countries, they need to speak English as the common
language of communication. Enrolling in an English-language
summer program gives similar exposure to English, in both formal
classroom instruction and in less formal social interactions. But
there are other more deliberate ways to improve English even at
home. Students can write a diary or a blog in English. They can
watch English-language movies and listen to (and sing with!) English-language music. They can spend some time each day on websites that have vocabulary games or exercises. They can read books
and websites in English. Proficiency in English is a “use it or lose it”
proposition. It’s so important to keep up with English learning.
2. Summer activities can increase knowledge
of other cultures.
Family travel is a great way to learn about traditions, foods, and
ways of life in other places. Meeting and talking with people can
help with breaking down cultural barriers. Most of our Keystone
students want to go to university outside of China, so seeing how
people in other countries might have different ways of doing everyday tasks or have different approaches to life can help with later
transitions when it’s time to study overseas.
3. Summer activities can help students to
find a passion or pursue a passion.
Colleges like to create freshman classes that have variety and
depth. They don’t want each accepted student to be the same. It’s
not enough to just have good grades and good test scores – everybody applying to Stanford already has that! They want to see if
students have started to develop their own interests and passions.
Some summer programs are specialized - for theater, or basketball,
or photography, or astrophysics, or computer programming, or
fashion design, or yoga, to name a few. If a student already has a
strong interest, summer is the time to dive deep and learn more!
Other summer programs, though, allow students to sample many
different kinds of activities and programs, in the hopes that they
might find an area that sets them on fire. Summer is a time for finding a passion as well as exploring a passion.
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4. Summer allows for exploring universities
and colleges.
While everybody knows Harvard and Stanford, there are more than
2000 colleges and universities in just the United States! Taking time
to research colleges, and then visiting them, can help to make better decisions about which colleges to apply for. Seeing the city or
town and walking around the actual campus can help students
to see if this environment is one that truly fits them. Summer is a
good time to see them. Many universities have summer programs
for high school students on their campuses, but be aware that attending such a program gives little or no advantage in the later application process to that university.
5. Summer can be a time to develop
leadership.
Here at Keystone we try to set up many different opportunities for
student leadership during the school year, but during the summer
this can happen too. Both inside and outside of China, there are
organizations for youth leadership. Many young people find that
being a camp counselor with younger children is a path to being
more confident in leadership. Check out summer camps in different countries, either as a camper or a counselor.
6. Summer can be a time to learn about a
different part of the world.
Family or youth group travel can enrich a young person’s life. Being
reflective about the experience through journaling can double up
on improving English language skills as well as processing responses to the new environment.
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7. It’s fairly easy to find opportunities for
community service in the summer.
Keystone students already have relationships with a number of
Beijing charity groups, and the May ELP trips will introduce others.
The Round Square organization has service opportunities to which
Keystone students can apply for this summer in Peru and South
Africa. Whether initiated by an individual or organized by a foundation, community service helps students to understand a world
outside their own.
8. Many older students find that summer
allows for opportunities in the work world,
through internships.
Perhaps someone in your family has a business where a student
can work this summer, finding out about the world of work and
seeing what it is really like to work in a field of interest. There are
also organizations that set up internships for which students can
apply.
9. Even if a student is staying close to home
this summer taking a course is possible in the
summer.
We highly discourage allocating the majority of summer vacation
time to taking English prep classes like TOEFL or SAT. Colleges are
not impressed at the lack of imagination shown in such a summer
plan. Instead, consider taking a course in an area of interest, either
on-line or in person. Astronomy? Fashion design? Building an app?
Creative writing? These are all possible. A week or two with a class
for an English boost is not a bad idea, but it should not be the entire summer plan.
10. The eight weeks of summer are also a
good time to prepare for the next academic
year.
All grade nine students will be in the middle of their personal
project work. Grade ten students can prepare for their DP classes
through recommended readings or on-line courses. Other students can check in with their current teachers to ask for reading
recommendations before they leave in June.
Summer is a great time for different learning. Keep learning and
growing while you enjoy the break from classes.
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Mystery
Hour with
Aaron
Reynolds

A

merican children’s author, Aaron Reynolds gave students in primary school a taste for the mysterious
and the hilarious on his two-day visit to Keystone.
He conducted workshops for each grade in primary
school that included reading and other interactive
games. It was both educational and entertaining, as
students not only learned about different genres of children’s literature, but also got more familiar with Mr. Reynolds’ favorite genre,
mystery, through some fun activities.
With students from grade 5, he planned a special ‘Mystery Hour’
game based on an excerpt from his Joey Fly: Private Eye series.
Thirty minutes, five directional clues, and five puzzles later, the
students learned that there are five ingredients that are common
to every mystery. These are: trouble, motive, evidence, red herring,
and last but not least, suspense. The reading room in the Primary
School Library was abuzz when the last puzzle was solved. Visiting
authors not only provide fun learning opportunities for students to
better understand the world of writing and reading, but also help
students to fall in love with language, and culture.
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Taking
Steps
to Being
Themselves:

Meet Some of Our Student Pioneers

E

ach and every parent would have experienced the great overwhelming joy
of that particular moment when their
child takes their first steps, or
when they learn to use
the spoon for the
first time, or when they say
their first words. These
are moments of unparalleled elation for
parents, a moment
of realization that
their child is a step
closer to becoming
who they are and
will be. It is quite
a similar sensation
when students step
up on their own, try
something new, start
something extraordinary or unusual.
Keystone offers many opportunities for students to go above
and beyond the everyday. But it is when
the students go above and beyond even these
opportunities that we not only know that as
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a school we have taken a step closer to our
core mission of revealing our students’ utmost
potential, but also, and more importantly, that
our students have taken steps towards
becoming themselves all on their
own. “Teachers only supervise.
Student-initiated groups are
a way for them to bring
their own ideas to life
through leadership,
implementation,
organization and
taking ownership
and responsibility,”
says Derek Davies,
Director of Activities. Here we introduce you to some
of these intrepid
students who have
created student groups
on their own initiative
focused on a passion, theme
or subject. They have taken an
interest or curiosity, and found peers
to collaborate and grow with. This could be
sports, science, or just their inner-selves. Meet six
such groups of students:

KRG

Keystone Research Group:
To Infinity and Beyond!
Started by Cassini Lv and Gemma Liu,
this is Keystone’s first student-initiated
academic group. With a passion and
growing interest in aerospace technology, this group hopes “to invent
new technology for the benefit of human development,” explains Cassini
enthusiastically, adding, “I hope our
group can innovate. Hope we get the
opportunity to share our ideas with
NASA, and someday even visit NASA.”
As ambitious as that may sound, the
Keystone Research Group is not going
to give up trying. They have eight student members at present and hope
to keep growing.

Elevo Art Studio: The Art of Self
Art, and a passion for art is what
brought this group of 12 students together. Interestingly,
these students are not only honing their skills in art, expression
through art, and communication, but they are also discovering more about themselves individually and collectively. “We are
a group of friends who are interested in art, and for us it is a journey to find our inner selves. We
gradually realized that our small
group was helping each person
grow individually through discovery and expression,” says one
of its student members Helen
Huang.
Their current topic focuses on
the inner-self, which looks at
mental health through art. Once
a topic is decided, each student
chooses a medium to explore
the topic – sketching, painting,
sculpting, photography, etc.
Students also seek the support
and advice of their teachers,

such as middle and high school
Design teacher George Baxter.
He has been inspiring to the Elevo Art Studio student by showing them his work – sketches,
paintings, etc. He helps them to
discover new ways of art.
“Before I used to think of art as
just another subject – just art.

But this group has shown me
that it is much more – a means
of communication not only to
myself, but also to my friends. I
have learned a lot in this group
– teamwork, leadership and the
art itself. I feel like I have grown
by leaps since the group began.
I feel happy while working with
the group,” remarks, Helen’s

Elevo Art Studio
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culture to Keystone’s teachers
and students, and keep it alive,”
notes Lyndon. He prepared for
each weekly session with care
and deliberation. “Preparing for
each session helps me improve
my own skill and knowledge,”
he adds.

Tea Ceremony

Tea Ceremony: A Cup of
Lyndon Sun has a penchant
for Chinese culture and introduced the Tea Ceremony group

Culture
with the aim to keep alive a
fading tradition. “I wanted to
introduce traditional Chinese

Green Club: The Eco-Crew
“We want Keystone Academy will invest more time and effort
to be eco-friendly,” begins high into improving it. Vincy says that
school student Vincy Nie one of the Green Club and its cooperathe founders of a Green Club.
Now there are about 15 students in the group, and she is
confident it will grow. The group
has plans to grow roof gardens,
maybe even in the shape of the
Keystone Logo that can one
day be seen on Google maps.
The Green Club’s main objective is to raise awareness about
environmental issues amongst
the students, and they hope to
make a video centered on the
idea of Reduce, Reuse, Recycle –
3Rs. As a first step, the students
have placed a box for recyclable
paper outside each classroom.
Meanwhile, the students have
also started a green house. They

The group now has eight members who are equally interested
or curious about the tradition
and way of the tea, and hopes
that they can help carry on the
beautifully delicate and ancient
Chinese custom that is known
to be an expression of beauty,
peace, truth, gratitude and respect. “I think it is important to
spread traditional knowledge
amongst my peers. I fear that if
we lose our culture bit by bit,
then we won’t be able to call
ourselves Chinese any more,”
worries Lyndon.

tion with other students and
faculty in making it possible
make her very happy.

Green Club
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Board Games: Fun and Friends
We all remember having played
board games in our childhood
or teen years. And as life gets
busier, we find less and less time
to spend together with friends
or interact. “Our high school
lives are quite busy and tightly
packed so I wanted to organize
something fun but interactive
and that kept our tired brains
active,” says Wesley Wu, one of
the founders of the group. In
his attempt to get his friends to
spend time together and keep
their brains ticking, Wesley decided to dust off some of the
old board games.
As you walk into the classroom
where the group meets, you
immediately notice that it is
quite a popular group amongst
high school students. But there
isn’t necessarily a board at each
weekly meeting as sometimes
they play group games that just
need an active brain, such as

Board Games
the popular game called Wink,
Wink or Killing. In this game, the
group has to identify the killer
through deduction and almost
no talking amongst each other.
Some of the other games they
play are: Werewolves of Miller’s
Hollow, Magic: The Gathering,
Hearthstone: Heroes of Warcraft,

Boxing Club: Punch and Passion
Though he has been only learn- school student wanted to share
ing boxing for two years now, it his passion with his classmates
is David Ma’s passion. This high and friends through a Boxing

Boxing Club

and more. There are two levels
in the group: the basic level
focuses on getting familiar with
rules, while the intermediary
level focuses on improving
strategy. The students say that
this group is a great platform for
students to get to know each
other, and build friendships.

Club. David trains two groups –
one for beginners and another
for intermediary level students.
“It is really satisfying for me to
teach my friends boxing, and
even more so when I see them
progress so well,” says David with
a smile. David’s friend Johnson Li
joined the group out of curiosity
and a budding interest. “I realized
how much I had misunderstood
the sport after I joined the Club,”
exclaims Johnson, adding, “It is
not a way to fight, but a sport like
any other. I have also become
more persistent and tend to
persevere more now than before
I joined the group.” Watch the
video below, as a few students
pack a punch in Keystone’s boxing club.
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Theatre
Brought
to Life:
ISTA High School Festival

O

ver 80 students from nine international schools in China and
other countries, 10 professional
theatre artists, trainers and educators, three creatively exciting
high-energy days, and one location – this is a sure-shot recipe for the most
rewarding theatre festival any student could
attend. Keystone Academy hosted this exhilarating group in association with the International
Schools Theatre Association (ISTA) from 4th to 6th
of March, 2016. The ISTA festival at Keystone was
for high school students focused on the theme,
‘Bringing to Life.’
Not Just Theatrics!
The theme conceptualized by Keystone middle
and high school Drama teacher and founding
Director of the Performing Arts Center, Chloe Keller, was a fully integrated festival – the first of its
kind – that concentrated on using all aspects of
technical theatre to bring a story to life on stage.
Ms. Keller explains: “In theatre, the public focuses
on the actors. However, the real heroes in theatre
are the technicians who run the lights and sound,
design, and build the sets and make the actors
look good. When I was a professional actor, we
were referred to as “the Talent,” so out of respect,
I always refer to the men and women behind the
scenes as the Gods. They build the ground upon
which we stand, they light our skies, and they fill
our atmosphere with sound. They bring theatre
to life.”
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The students were divided into five core groups
of their choosing – performance, installations,
design, light, and sound. With just one group of
performers, students designed sets, costumes,
lighting and sound along with numerous other
technical aspects to create a production. “It is very
interesting to learn and experience how each
element of theatre impacts the performance and
me as a performer. Before this festival, I was not
aware that sound and light could also communicate a story without actors,” remarked Serena
Bolzonello, a first-time ISTA student from Nanjing
International School.
Htut Naing from the International School of
Myanmar noted that having been to previous
ISTA festivals, he felt he needed to learn more
about the technical aspects of theatre. But what
he learned is that it is more than just technical:
“I chose to be in the lighting group because I
wanted to understand how lighting can communicate. I feel that it is quite similar to the
importance of bass in music bands. On its own,
bass probably makes no sense, but a music band
without it is incomplete,” Htut explained.

Working in their own groups, students built on
the central theme of a play, which focused on
the evolution of culture – the old and the new.
The idea was inspired by the trip to the historical Summer Palace in Beijing. Therefore, the final
stage performance that culminates each ISTA festival was based on traditional Chinese tales that
glued everything together, along with the lights,

Theatre in Ensembles
Other student core groups expressed similar
sentiments. Through the three days of intense
group work and taster-workshops, students began to realize what it meant to produce theatre
in its fullest sense, what it meant to communicate through the entire medium that is theatre.
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colors and symbols of Beijing as inspiration. This
also brought to life one of the core keystones of
the Academy – promoting Chinese culture and
identity in a world context.
The students also found the ensemble approach
to learning theatre quite thrilling because “it
means we always have to be ready for change,
react in the moment, and think of a solution immediately,” noted Keystone student Jennifer Kim.
ISTA representative, trainer, educator and theatre
professional Fenella Kelly couldn’t agree more:
“Once there is a starting point, it is about what
each individual can contribute to the process.
It is about ownership of the work, and then it is
our performance. So the ensemble approach is
all about the idea of individual strengths coming
together, learning from each other. It helps students develop group dynamics, group vision, and
get a holistic view of performance. In any theatre
production it is about the ensemble. You cannot
do the show without the collaboration and cooperation between the actors, lighting, sound, and
other elements.”
In addition to enabling students to develop personal strengths such as inclusion and collaboration, the ensemble approach also encourages
students to learn to solve problems on the spot,
be creative on their feet, and be open to multiple
possibilities and changes. As one student from a
Beijing international school said, “There is a constant element of surprise, exciting not to know
what going to happen next, and then react when
it happens.”
A Festival Off-Stage Too
This ISTA festival also had the added advantage of
experiencing the true spirit of a living and learning community because of Keystone’s residential
program and facilities. “Being boarders helped the
students make more friends, become closer than
if they would have lived with host families, which
is how ISTA usually accommodates participating
students. Living with the Keystone community in
the residential halls gave the students more time
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with each other. It was a really unique aspect
about this festival, and the students thoroughly
enjoyed it,” said Ms. Kelly.
And even as the curtains came down on the
‘Bringing to Life’ theatre festival, students, teachers and artists left enriching Keystone with life

through art. It awakened and filled the school’s
nascent Performing Arts Center with a promising
potential to shift and grow into the community
art space it was built to be. As Ms. Keller notes,
“There is a residual buzz of energy and possibility
here. And our students have been informed and
transformed by the infusion of global influence.”
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Reliving
Shakespeare:
Keystone Brings Macbeth to a
Contemporary Stage

“T

ime hath, my lord,
a wallet at his back.
Wherein he puts
alms for oblivion.”
One of English literature’s mavericks,
William Shakespeare, perhaps
did not know when writing
these lines in his play, Troilus
and Cressida, that 400 years after his death the world would
still be his stage. His work – its
veracity, violence and vivaciousness – remains relevant
today, as it did centuries ago.
Keystone’s middle and high
school students led by Drama
teacher, Chloe Keller, recaptured one of the Bard’s best
plays – Macbeth – in a contemporary setting. Ms. Keller reenvisioned this Shakespearean
tragedy from the Highlands of
Scotland to a present day high
school, and from the travails of
political ambitions to the tribulations of teenagers and their
politics of life.
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“While our Keystone students
do not live in fear of violence
at school,” Ms. Keller explained,
“they do live with shoulders
hunched over phones and laptops, disconnected from, and
growing less sensitive to the
world around them. We have
taken this oppor tunity and
used this play to examine the
psychological shifts influenced
by the pervasiveness of social
media and easy access to weapons, in some countries. We have
set the play in a high school because it is most relevant to our
actors and their understanding
of the world.”
John An, one of the main actors in the play and a grade 9
student, could not agree more:
“We have learned Shakespeare
in drama class many times,
but each time I found it complicated. But when I received
the script of Macbeth, though
in archaic English, I related to
the setting, which helped me
understand. I know the setting
from my life, and I understood
Shakespeare in a new way.”
Making Shakespeare relevant
to today, and enabling students
to reflect on their own spheres
of social existence, were not
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Ms. Keller’s only aims; she also
wanted her students to become
linguistically fearless by “conquering Shakespearean text.” It
was also a moment of personal
growth for the actors as Andy
Zhu from grade 8 remarked,
“This is the first time that I have
taken on the main role, which
was stressful. Macbeth is a
complicated and contradictory
character so to understand him,
I tried systematically to think
and understand the feelings
of other people even outside

of rehearsals. I also had to train
myself to overcome stress during the training weeks. This has
helped me personally.”
It was a moment of personal
reflection for each person in
the audience too, as they sat
mesmerized in the relevance
of Shakespearean reality today,
and relived the life and work
of the master-bard. Keystone’s
rendition of Macbeth was a
commemorative salute to
Shakespeare who will remain
germane to every generation.
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Three
Destinations,
One Purpose:
Learning With A Difference

L

earning by doing is one of the ultimate forms of learning, only to be surpassed by a learning that is an act in response to another’s need; this is the highest form of learning. This
is exactly what over 50 Keystone students, teachers and staff did over spring break. One
group traveled to Chengdu in China, another to Nepal and a third to Thailand. From working in an elephant village to helping with restoration efforts in an earthquake-torn village
in Nepal, and building homes in Chengdu, our students served communities, learned as
they worked, and tried to make a small difference.
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A Jumbo Cause
One group of middle and high school students
spent a week at the Ayutthaya Royal Elephant
Kraal and Village in Thailand. The purpose of this
Elephantstay, run by a foundation, is to care for
retired elephants and prevent the extinction of
this intelligent species. Keystone students not
only lived and worked here, but also learned
about the challenges these animals face and how
others can assist in protecting their livelihood.
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Revisiting Nepal
Meanwhile, students who went to Nepal last year
to work with local communities returned to the
Himalayan country to help with restoration and
reconstruction in communities affected by the
2015 earthquake. There were a few first-time students too. Last year’s earthquake occurred soon
after Keystone’s service trip; communities that
our students worked with were devastated in the
disaster. This year, they returned to these communities to help them rebuild. “We had to rebuild a
kindergarten from scratch at the top of a hill. We
carried sand, cement and bricks. I think we were
able to finish the building because of teamwork,”
remarked one of the students. They also recognized that they learned so much from the local
workers with whom they constructed.
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Homes Back Home
Back home in China, a score of students joined
Habitat for Humanity and their project rebuilding
homes for the communities devastated by the
2008 Sichuan earthquake in Chengdu. One of the
teachers accompanying the students noted how
active and energetic the students were once they
realized that even moving bricks was very helpful
for the workers who could then focus their efforts
on building faster. The students moved about
30,000 bricks over three days and helped complete other simple and basic tasks. But it is the
small acts that can make a huge impact.
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Echoes of
Learning:

Keystone Students Take their Lessons
Beyond the Classroom
84

“I

suddenly heard echoes of
ancient Chinese poems,
and I recognized them
from the lessons I gave my
grade 4 students in class.
Then, I realized that it was
my students who were singing,
inspired by the blissful beauty
of the ancient city of Pingyao. It
was such a soulful experience
for me as a teacher to see and
hear my students bring their
lessons from the classroom to
express and reflect their experiences beyond.” This is one of
the best moments for primary
school Chinese teacher, Zhu
Fang who traveled with the
grade 4 students to Pingyao. It
also truly captures the essence
of Keystone Experiential Learn-

ing Program (ELP). ELP is an
extension of the Keystone education through which students
experience echoes of what they
learned in class through tastes
of culture, history, art and more.
So while the natural breathtaking beauty of Pingyao inspired
grade 4 to sing ancient Chinese
poems, students from grade 8
experienced the history of the
Silk Road, with a focus on the
Yellow River, and explored the
end of the Great Wall. This is a
continuation of the grade 8 curricula in History, Literature and
Math. Grade 6’s ELP trip was also
a historical and cultural journey
in Xian, where they explored
the Terracotta Warriors, muse-
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ums and parks.
Meanwhile, their peers in grade 7 traveled to Shandong province
and explored the home of Confucius, climbed Mount Tai and finished at Qingdao. Students in grade 7 were able to delve deeper
into Keystone’s ethos that draws on Confucianism, and better
understand several approaches to learning. Grade 9 shared their

learning and skills with students at a local school in Hunan. “The
grade 9 students took the skills learnt in PE to Hunan, and taught
80 grade 5 students. They played basketball, soccer, and other
games. It was wonderful to see our students being so engaged,
positive and open-minded,” said middle and high school PE teacher, Stacey Atterton who traveled with grade 9.
Keystone’s oldest students, grade 10, traveled to Yunnan and hiked
the Tiger Leaping Gorge, growing in resilience, strength and character. Students in grade 5 was the only group who traveled outside
Mainland China to Taiwan. They explored and enjoyed her history
and culture.
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Grade 5 Molds
Lessons for Life

We have all had those moments, when a wisp
of a familiar aroma or an old tune triggers some
form of nostalgia in us. It might be the stew
grandma was busy cooking in the kitchen, or the
crisp whistle that sent a kit of pigeons gliding in
the air. In the autumn of 2016, a trip to the pottery workshop would etch such moments into
the hearts of a group of grade 5 students. It was
also an attempt to plant seeds of lifelong love
and passion for Chinese culture.
Cultural Creativity Through Clay
“In addition to teaching the language, reading
and writing, the Chinese courses at Keystone also
incorporate the “China Thread” that weave in local
cultural and historical elements. This helps stu-
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dents identify with their cultural heritage while
learning their mother tongue,” explained grade 5
teachers Shi Mei and Chi Wenguang. An appreciation for this traditional art form can be seen in
the student essays: “I couldn’t help marveling at
the fact that something as simple and common
in nature as clay, mixed with a bit of water, can
be turned into works of art in the hands of craftsmen.” wrote a student.
Life lesson from the clay
The trip to the pottery workshop also served as
a link to their classroom lesson. Grade 5 had just
finished a chapter titled “Inspirations in Life” in
Chinese Language. Integrating pottery-making
and the “Inspirations in Life” ensured an organic

and effective interaction between their cultural
experience at the workshop and classroom
learning. In the chapter, students got to read a
few well-known essays by the Taiwanese writer
Lin Qingxuan including Beautiful Minds, Sea
Salt and Mahogany. To have the chance then to
touch, mold and interact with the clay and then
see their finished works half a month later truly
helped the students to appreciate and reflect on
the life lessons they read about with a whole new
perspective.
As one of the students reflected in an essay, “I
don’t really care that much about my work being
perfect, because I have learnt something much
more valuable from the pottery workshop. Like
pottery, we also have to go through life’s ups and
downs, loneliness, pain and hardships before we
can make something of ourselves.”
As Ms. Shi said, “a day working with clay has made
students realize that putting in effort does not
always guarantee success. It is essential to shift
focus from the objective to enjoying the process.
The clay needs to endure unbearable heat to be
able to assume a permanent shape, just as humans need to persevere through hardships and
challenges to grow and develop. This will be a
lesson that they can benefit from for life.”
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A Parley
with the Pipa

O

n 27 November, students from
the Central Conservatory of Music took the audience on a soulful
journey across centuries in a Pipa
concert. Music from a Pipa bears
the richness of not only ancient
China, but also that of other ancient cultures
that it originally comes from. Trained under the
renowned professor of Chinese folk music, Hao
Yifan, her protégés presented a feast of centuries
of melodies and traditions as they played classical Pipa pieces from different ancient Chinese
dynasties. Keystone’s very own Music teacher and
Prof. Hao’s student, Yang Xue also joined in the
concert.
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Going Red:

Celebrating Spring the Keystone Way

94

ed is a color of significance for many
cultures around the world. It is often
associated with the Western tradition of Valentine’s Day. Dressing in
red is considered lucky in some; even
Santa Claus is almost always depicted

R

dressed in red. Or red chillies are used to ward
off the evil eye in countries such as India. Some
countries use red ceremoniously, while others symbolically. It is clearly a color that reflects
cultural meanings, collective conscience, and a
sense of belonging to a community.

We Went Red Too
In China, red is the color of Chinese New Year. As
folklore has it, it is the color that helps families
transition to a new year without falling prey to
the monstrous Nian. So one must wear red. For
the Chinese, it is not only about immersing in
cultural traditions, but also about celebrating as

a family. “Being with one’s family and celebrating
the New Year together is the core of the Spring
Festival tradition,” noted Primary School Chinese
teacher, Shi Mei, adding, “When my students from
grades 4 and 5 created a 15-meter scroll depicting the many Chinese New Year traditions, the
centrality of the family stands out.”

Enveloping Each Other
Even the tradition of giving red envelops (hong
bao), often to the younger members of a family,
is less about money, and all about blessings and
connections. Keystone’s middle and high school
students also received individual red envelopes
with special blessings. “There is no money in our

high school Chinese teacher Wang Xiaoling who
also devised this merry hong bao plan. “This is a
great way for students and teachers to connect
beyond the classroom through tradition, which
we have made our own, and become stronger
as a Keystone family,” Ms. Wang added.

envelopes! Each envelope has a special note –
some might say that a specific teacher will offer
an extra lesson; another might afford a student
a one-time privilege of being supervised by a
specific teacher while doing homework; another
might give a student one chance to ask a specific teacher to sing a song,” explained middle and

Students have also decked their homes-awayfrom-home in the spirit of Chinese New Year, following another deeply entrenched tradition of
decorating the doors to one’s home with pictures
of gods or guardians that will protect the family.
Giving it a Keystone twist, Director of Residential
Life, Juli James decided to spice up the tradition

Keystone Homes Go Red Too
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and get boarders to compete to win a top spot
for the best-decorated door. There was more than
one winner.
Dormmates, Betty Guo and Emita Lin – both
from grade 8 – said their winning door was
inspired by the Spring tradition of eating fish,
because the Chinese word for fish (yue) sounds
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similar to the Chinese word for surplus. “So, our
door decorated on the theme of an undersea
world is in some way related to Chinese New
Year,” Betty said. Another creative entry and
winner was the nutcracker door by Gemma Liu
and Vincy Nie: “We were inspired by The Nutcracker ballet and the Christmas tradition. It is
also family centric just like the Spring Festival.

We decorated our door with a combination of
Chinese and Western cultures by adapting the
nutcracker theme, and combining it with the
color of “Chinese red.“”
Middle and high school house teams have also
designed creative red door couplets that are
also used to adorn doors and homes during

this festive season. They presented these to
faculty as a sign of their gratitude and respect.
Chinese New Year traditions have grown and
evolved over the years, and at Keystone we
embrace them and make them our own, Keystone family’s own.
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Thunderstorm
on Stage
The Keystone adaptation of the
Chinese play Thunderstorm
vowed the audience. This masterpiece was condensed into
a two-hour, four-act play. Centered on the tragic and emotional entanglement between
Fan Yi and Zhou Ping, the play
narrated how the eight characters from two families, within
the space of day, embarked on
a tragic path to doom.
The play was inspired by the
Chinese Language courses and
two Chinese Drama KAP clubs
under the supervision of Chinese teachers, Gao Hongwei,
Pei Lu and Li Haiyan. According to Ms. Gao, not only did
the grade 10 students study
excerpts from Thunderstorm in
their Chinese lessons, but they
also got to read the full text
of the masterpiece as part of
their background reading list.
Meanwhile, using the script of
Thunderstorm as a key segment
of their Chinese Drama KAP,
the students also worked with
teachers in analyzing the play’s
characters and revising the
script with their own creative
input.
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When asked about his interpretation of the script and the
character, Wu Yifeng from grade
10 who played one of the leading characters, Zhou Ping, said:
“Zhou Ping is undoubtedly
among the most complex and
conflicted characters in Thunderstorm, which required me
to delve deep into his innermost thoughts and sentiments
in order to give the character
credibility and artistic depth.
To understand the excruciating torment he goes through,
I needed to step into that very
darkness; to portray his utter
desperation or cold-blooded
hypocrisy, I tried to clear my
own thoughts and embrace
the conflicting thoughts, which
have become his very core, to
truly ‘become’ him. Life itself is
like a play, it all comes down to
each individual actor to portray
the character you are cast for.
The key issues we focused on
when revising the original script
were coherence, originality and
our own creative input.” Wu
Yifeng added, “Four of us were
responsible for the adaptation.
Each with his or her own interpretation and preference; there
were times when we had to
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reach a consensus over one key
word or revision. In total it took
us over a month and three or
four drafts, as well as extensive
discussions with Ms. Li to finally
integrate our input and transform it into one excellent script.”
It all began with the Drama
module of the grade 10 Chinese
lesson. Following the intensive
reading task of the excerpt
from Thunderstorm, the students needed an assessment
assignment. Ms. Gao gave her
students the freedom to divide
into groups and plan their own
assignment for the assessment
in any form they liked. Each
team came up with its own assignment, some in the form of
an exam paper; another as a
PowerPoint presentation; and
another showing their understanding and creative adaptation of the script in acting. This
led Wang Zitai, grade 10 student, to approach Ms. Pei with
an idea to create a full-length
play in Chinese. After several
rounds of discussion, it was decided that Thunderstorm would
be Keystone’s first Chinese theatrical performance.
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梁小龙与王子泰所扮演的、风格迥异的“周朴园”
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Coming Together of an Amazing
Team
Following one of the performances, a behindthe-scenes video was played. It documented
every step the team took in putting the play
together, including their discussions with teachers, actors running lines together, rehearsals, and
other preparations. The coming together of a
team, their teamwork, dedication and creative
process was clear for all to see. The words “team”
and “teamwork” were keywords repeatedly men-

from actors, writers to lighting and tech teams,
indulged in the pleasure of creating a play of our
own. The team started off on pure passion and
enthusiasm, and then carried it through with a
sense of responsibility and mission. If you dedicate your entire self into doing something, you
will find in you the ability to achieve things you
never thought possible. The laughter and tears,
challenges and perseverance I experienced in
the making of this play will stay with me forever.
While this play marked the most memorable days

tioned in the interviews with the cast and the
production team.

in my middle school years, the friendship and experience I gained from the process will linger on.”

“I think the success of our performance can definitely be attributed to the excellent team we
have,” said one of the student actors, Yang Tianyi.
“In spite of all the challenges, every member of
the team was dedicated to helping one another
along the way. Of course, we have improved our
linguistic ability and acting, and also boosted our
self-confidence in the process, but most importantly we had a lot of fun. All the team members,

The Thunderstorm Never Ends
“The challenges the students underwent only
strengthened their passion for theatre,” noted Ms.
Li. “I believe that a key function of education is to
inspire, encourage and maintain students’ passion for learning and life, this is an ideal outcome
of education.”
Ms. Pei could not agree more. She believes that

Thunderstorm has planted the seeds of love for
drama and acting and the performance was a
stepping-stone to the beginning of a lifelong
journey of learning. This learning also comes attached to history, culture and a whole universe.
As Italo Calvino said: “The classics are those books
which come to us bearing the aura of previous
interpretations, and trailing behind them the
traces they have left in the culture or cultures
through which they have passed. They represent

the whole universe.” And this is another reason
that students must explore and examine the classics.
Interestingly, the premiere of Thunderstorm on
December 2, 1934 was also staged in a middle
school – Chunhui Middle School in Shangyu,
Zhejiang province. Over 80 years later as the
first-ever Chinese drama production at Keystone
Academy, Thunderstorm still managed to tug

at our heartstrings with its
timeless charm. Excellent
classics are not only cultural
relics, but are also the rich
soil for new creations. And
the ripple effect of this thunderstorm was the RMB7000
raised at the box office that
was donated to the Guang Ai
School, a Shunyi-based charity school for children without
homes and differently-abled
orphans.
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Space,
Face,
Place:

Becoming a Keystone Boarder
By Juli James, Director of Residential Life
and Global and Service Initiatives

T

he notion of developing character in
young people is a
complex, organic
process. Keystone’s
residential program
is so designed to enable and
enrich this process. Boarders are
immersed into a system of living and working with students
from all over China and the
world, guided by teachers from
diverse cultural backgrounds,
and nurtured in a residential
setting that encourages crosscultural understanding and
growth. This school year, the
residential curriculum is divided
into three segments – SPACE,
FACE, and PLACE. The first several months of the school year are
important in setting the tone
for the remainder of the year.
The first phase – Space – helps
students transition to boarding life, master procedures,
complete dorm chores, and
become self-sufficient. Time
management and study skills
are also a major focus of the first
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quarter, along with developing
the skills of conflict resolution
and compromise. The second
phase of the residential curriculum – Face – is defined here as
relationship building. A wide variety of activities are planned in
the second trimester to enable
relationships building among
and between boarders, from
team building at weekly “dorm
wars” competitions, parties, late
night socials, weekend fun, and
dorm proctor-led meetings
and activities. Dorm proctors
are the student leaders of the
residential program appointed
annually. The final trimester of
the year focuses on Place. This is
a time for introspection, where
students reflect on questions
such as: Where do I fit into the
Keystone community? How can
I give back, or make an impact
on my school, my community
and my own character?
Sometimes answers to these
questions, lessons on character development, or moments
when choices have to be made

happen organically, informally,
and, at times, in formal lessons.
Formal lessons occur at weekly
dorm meetings led by dorm
heads. Residential faculty assumes the additional responsibility of dorm head or dorm
parent. They are part of the
multi-layered Keystone advising
and supervising structure. Each
floor of the dorm has a dorm
head. Residential life curricular
lessons are often differentiated
to meet the specific needs of
the students on a particular
floor. For instance, the boys on

the fifth floor explored the values of honesty and courage in
response to a few incidents of
dishonesty in the dorm. Conflict
resolution skills are modeled in
roommate disputes.
In another instance, the older
girls on the third floor have
launched an “appreciate or apologize” program, replete with an
interactive bulletin board to reinforce the values of friendship
and compassion. The girls have
also attended seminars led by
our school counselor on risk tak-
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ing, teamwork, friendship, and
time management. The formal
and informal curricular sessions
are building bonds amongst the
students, developing a sense of
community, as seen at times in
their demonstration of compassion and empathy when one of
their peers falls sick or is injured,
or when they offer each other
help on a difficult homework
or project. Boarders also learn
from observing the adults in the
residences and student leaders
who model leadership, integrity,
honor, and compassion to all
members through day-to-day
interactions, evening programs
and dinners, and weekend experiences.
Dorm head and middle and
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high school Science teacher,
Amanda Narkiewicz, narrates
her experience: “At the beginning of the year, the 4th floor
dorm parents and proctors
set the vision for the year. We
agreed that as these students
were the youngest of the boarders, we would like to help them
develop self-sufficiency and
independence. They have also
been focusing on their organization skills and effective study
strategies. It may not seem like
a challenging task for many
people, but taking responsibility
for oneself is the foundation for
being able to contribute one’s
time and energy to the wider
community. Now that students
have been demonstrating selfsufficiency, they spend less time

thinking and doing these tasks
and more time with each other
and participating in the greater
life of the school.” For instance
Jenny Small, middle and high
school Design and Visual Arts
teacher, organized the students
on her floor to create an Easter
tree. “ The idea was to make
something collaboratively to
help build community on the
floor and to give our floor a little
personality,” says Ms. Small
In my experience, the greatest
impact on a child’s character is
when an adult personally engages with a child, and expertly
guides him or her through difficult times. Teaching the lessons
of moral courage, or dealing
with negative peer pressure
or dishonesty can be taught
directly in a teachable moment
through trust-based conversations and self-reflection. Some
of the most powerful lessons
of character have emerged
from such intimate exchanges.
Drawing from our community’s
shared values, our students are
asked to reflect on how their actions either exemplify or detract
from a particular shared value,
such as honesty or compassion.
Great progress has been made
in this area, and our students
who initially found residential
life and its structures difficult to
follow have shown greater acquisition of the skills and values
needed to function in a close
knit community through self
reliance, independence, effective decision making, honesty,
reflection, and more.

The Keystone residential community extends beyond life on
campus and the dorms. Residential faculty members plan
and organize trips and activities throughout each weekend
that inculcate the IB learner
values of risk taking and knowledge. More and more of our
boarders voluntarily join these
activities that include outdoor
experiences, cultural awareness trips, service opportunities, and more. In particular, our
girls are pushing themselves
to be more self-reliant and
risk taking. The residential life
curriculum is not a sequential
program of a series of pre-set
lessons; it is an organic program, which reflects differentiation and response to current
student needs, interests and
pivotal events in the school
calendar. It is often tied to the
advising curriculum, such as in
discussions about peer pressure, goal setting and study
skills. It grows and evolves with
the Keystone residential community, as we grow with it.
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Proctoring
The Dorm Family

“On the other side of the
mountain, over the sea,
there is a crowd of Smurfs.
They are lively and clever,
mischievous and sharp,
They live without a care, at
the Keystone school,
They are kind and brave,
caring for each other...”
2016 年 12 位优秀的鼎石“宿舍舍长”团队
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Here at Keystone Academy, you
don’t have to look far to find
individuals as hardworking and
bold as the Smurfs themselves;
they are our very own “student
management team” – the dorm
proctors. What would you do
if you felt homesick the first
time you move into a dormitory? What would you do if you
needed to talk to someone
when you are upset or stressed,
or when you wanted to share
something bothering you with
your peers, instead of talking to
your teachers? Our dorm proctors may have answers to these
and other questions.
Proctors are usually senior students from grades 9 or 10. They
are not only the “big brothers
and sisters” of the dorm, but
also dorm leaders who are responsible for always being there
for their classmates. A team of
12 proctors tells us their stories.

proctors are like “peer advisors”.
Students are able to seek their
advice on many issues. Proctors
also create opportunities for
students to make friends across
age groups, which is vital to creating a sense of community in
the student body.

Why do senior students become
proctors?
This position is usually held by
senior students who support
teachers to manage the day-today running of the dormitory.
Proctors learn and hone leadership skills through fulfilling their
responsibilities. The proctors
have a wide range of duties
ranging from helping out with
homework to organizing major
events, and helping their junior
dorm peers cope with issues
they may encounter. The selection process for a new proctor
includes filling out an application, a written test, and finally
getting through an interview
with a panel of teachers. These

Proctors don’t simply lead, but
serve…
Proctors, as representatives of
senior students, need to meet
dorm freshmen at the beginning of a new term, introduce
the school to their new classmates, and help them adapt
to their new life at boarding
school. “I still remember a
younger classmate was really
homesick at the beginning of
the new term,” remarked Sun
Shunyang, dorm proctor and
grade 10 student. “We brought
him lots of delicious treats,
talked to him and made him
feel comfortable.” Shunyang is
happy that he is able to nurture managerial, leadership

and people skills: “I would have
never gained this experience by
staying at home.”
It Is A Family.
As part of the residential program at Keystone Academy, the
selected proctors not only assist
the dorm administration, but
also are pillars of support for
their dormmates. They are very
responsible. “Boarding holds a
particular significance for all the
students going into universities as well as for their future
life. Friendships form, and they
trust each other,” noted Dean of
Residential Life Juli James. “I had
worked in a school in Los Angeles for 26 years and my students
from back then are now in their
forties. They still remain firm
friends and the relationships
between teachers and students
have become even closer. There
are perhaps only few things
more beautiful.”
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Hungry
for a
Cause:

Grade 10 braves 30-hour
Fast to Raise Money for
WFP
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Audrey Moh explains that the
hunger campaign was also “a
way to help students develop
empathy for those they were
supporting, to be a part of solving hunger because it is the
world’s greatest solvable problem, and to take this opportunity to establish stronger relationships between the students and
learn the importance of support
and friendship during difficult
times.”

C

lose to 50 grade 10 students and teachers underwent a 30-hour fast on 25
March, as they went about their regular
day at school. This was the culmination
of the grade 10 students’ service initiative. For a few months, the students had
been raising awareness about global poverty and
hunger through presentations and other activities.
Middle and high school teacher and grade 10 leader,
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each year. Keystone students
not only wanted to give to the
cause through raising funds and
awareness, but also understand,
in a small way, what it means to
be hungry. The students broke
their 30-hour fast on 26th morning with breakfast. All proceeds
raised – over RMB6000 – during
this campaign were donated
to the World Food Programme
(WFP).

Starting at one minute past midnight on 25 March,
the students and teachers began their hunger campaign. During breaks and meal times on the day, students went around school asking teachers and staff
to donate money to their cause. As of 2015, about
795 million people do not have enough food to lead
a healthy and active life. Poor nutrition causes 45%
deaths in children under five, which according to a
2013 Lancet report means 3.1 million child deaths
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Creativity and
Collaboration
to the Finish Line:
A House Competition with a Difference

T

he tempo and energy in the Performing Arts Center was high at 9pm on
Friday, 20 May. Proudly wearing their
house t-shirts, close to 150 Keystone
students – residential and day –
cheered their housemates as they
danced, sang, presented, and performed, as part
of the Arts House Competition.
Yes, this was a House Competition with a twist.
“Together with the Student Life Committee,
and the middle school Arts department, we
conceptualized this exciting event,” said primary
school English teacher, Thom Ferlisi, adding, “We
thought of creative competitions to show off
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our students’ art abilities in a fun and engaging
way.”
The competitions included: sculpture-making
from recycled cardboard, dance, sidewalk art,
graffiti on whiteboards, giant jigsaw, stop-motion
movie, music with original lyrics, and improv and
drama. Just hearing about this wide canvas of activities got the students wired up for an evening
of creativity, competition, and most importantly,
connection. Though creativity was an essential
ingredient to this event, teamwork, connecting
with each other and communicating were even
bigger components, and the underlying purpose
for this House Competition.

It was ready-set-go at 6:30pm! Each house split
into smaller teams, once the students in the
house decided which activity they wanted to
compete in. Then, the smaller teams had about
two hours – until 9pm – to conceptualize, create
and complete a sculpture, or artwork, or movie,
or dance, or jigsaw puzzle or piece of theatre. The
feverish frenzy of competition mingled in with
the collaboration of creativity was a special learning experience for the students.
The evening was seized by the House of Wood,
and their deeply imaginative and meaningful
stop-motion movie.
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We are the 1000th
IB ProgramME in
Asia
Keystone Academy Receives IBDP Authorization

M

arking a
significant
milestone in
the histor y
of Keystone
Academy,
the school has officially been
accredited as an International Baccalaureate Diploma
Progra m m e (IB D P ) s c h o o l.
Keystone is also the 1000th
IB Program in the Asia-Pacific
region. This means that starting the academic year 20162017, Keystone will deliver the
IBDP curriculum that includes
a whole range of subjects.
“Many of us at Keystone know
the IBDP ver y well, and we
know it to be the best pre-university preparation anywhere.
It is especially valuable in the
Asian context, as it adds a fresh
approach to the strong traditions of learning in many of our
countries. This combination is
powerful and compelling. Our
students and teachers will be
grateful beneficiaries of the
IBDP rigor and reflectiveness,
and it is especially auspicious
for us to be the school that
makes the one thousand mark,”
remarked Head of School, Malcolm McKenzie.
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Benefits of the IBDP
The IB curriculum enables an
education that is internationally minded, and focuses on the
dynamic combination of knowledge, skills and independent
critical and creative thought.
The end result is not only a
highly and globally regarded
high school diploma, but also
the growth and nurturing of
a person for a life of active, responsible world citizenship. The
IBDP is an ideal curricular partner to the Keystone vision and
mission, which seeks to nurture
students who think and act
critically, creatively and independently, and who also understand the relationship between
rights and responsibilities while
practicing tolerance and acceptance. This is rooted in the
school’s five shared values: justice, compassion, respect, wisdom and honesty.
The accreditation process was
an intense two-year period with
detailed preparation, training,
and authentication from the
International Baccalaureate Organization (IBO). The final verification visit took place in midMarch this year. The verification
process was carried out against

the Diploma Programme Standards and Practices by a team of
two, Nigel Forbes-Harper and
Nannan Mu. The team was impressed with what the school
has to offer in resources, facilities and staff. They also commended the collaborative and
collegial nature of Keystone's
teaching staff. The articulation,
confidence, and ready-to-makea-difference attitude of the students were most encouraging,
as was the parents’ awareness
of the diploma, and their confidence in the school to deliver it
successfully.
The Keystone Factor
The IB Diploma Programme
consists of six subject groups,
namely : Language and Literature, Language Acquisition,
Individuals and Societies, Sciences, Mathematics and The
Arts. Students choose one subject from each group – three
at higher and three at standard
level – including an English and
a Chinese language course, and
meet the requirements of the
core modules, which are Theory
of Knowledge, Extended Essay, and Creativity, Activity and
Service (CAS). Most importantly,
Keystone offers the Bilingual
Diploma. This is prestigious, and
any student completing high
school with a Bilingual Diploma
will be better placed in the international college and university application pool.
Keystone graduates will stand
out fur ther because of the
unique opportunity to complete high school on an academic scholarship. The Junzi
Scholarship program is open
to high school students for the
two years of the IBDP. It is the

Keystone salute to the girls and
boys who have demonstrated
outstanding academic success including strong fluency
in English, leadership skills,
and qualities of a junzi, which
in Confucian tradition entails
knowledge, compassion,
discipline and virtue. “In the
future we hope all Keystone
students will graduate with a
Bilingual Diploma,” beams Assistant Head of High School
and IBDP Coordinator, Rick

Spadafora adding, “Keystone
will be unique in the IB family
because of our Chinese Thread,
and we hope to work towards
making Chinese Civilization a
subject offering in the IB Humanities group. We also intend
to make Keystone a center of
teacher training excellence in
the region.” In addition to these
distinctive academic merits,
Keystone is also a college prep
school complete with college
counseling, advising and residential programs that ensure
that Keystone graduates will be
ready to succeed and flourish
at the college level.
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Li Yundi,
Chai Liang
and
Warren Mok
on One Stage:

Keystone Organizes Its First Open Air Concert
Meet the Artists

Li Yundi
Li Yundi, often called the prince
of piano, was launched onto
the international stage of music with his first prize at the
XIV Chopin International Piano
Competition at the age of 18.
He is regarded as a leading exponent of Chopin’s music, and
has even been officially recognized by the Polish government
for his contribution to their culture with a Gold Medal for Merit
to Culture ‘Gloria Artis’ in 2010.
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Warren Mok
Warren Mok began his international career in opera with a
debut in 1987 at the Deutsche
Opera. Since then, he has appeared as a guest in many
operas around the world. He is
currently the artistic director of
the Macau International Music
Festival, and founder and artistic
director of Opera Hong Kong.

Chai Liang
Member of the String Department of China’s Central Conservatory of Music, Chai Liang
is well-known violinist. He conducted this spring concert. He
has performed with orchestras
around the world, and won
many prizes in his violin career,
including the National Violin
Competition for Arts Institutions
in China, the Yehudi Menuhin
International Violin Competition
in England, and the Japan International Music Competition.
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S

pring, its scintillating blossoms and
soothing breeze,
has inspired many
an artist. Botticelli’s
Primavera, Brown’s
The Pretty Baa-Lambs, Monet’s
Springtime, van Gogh’s Almond
Blossom are just a few of the
stupendous manifestations
on canvas that come to mind.
Meanwhile, Vivaldi’s Four Seasons, Schumann’s Spring Symphony, Mendelssohn’s Spring
Song and others are classical
aural delights. From canvases to
compositions, spring is magical.
To recreate some of this spring
magic, Beijing’s Keystone Academy brought together three
artists on 22 May who presented
the 1500 people in the audience
with an unmatched sensation
of spring through music and
song. Backed by the China National Broadcasting and Film
Symphony Orchestra, renowned
pianist, Li Yundi, famous operatic
tenor, Warren Mok, and violin virtuoso and conductor, Chai Liang,
transformed Melodies of Spring:
A Concert from an outdoor
concert to an out-of-the-world
experience.

Yundi closed the evening with
an enthralling performance
of Chopin. Audiences were so
mesmerized that they requested an encore, which Li Yundi
responded to with Chopin’s
Nocturne Op.9. No.2. It was an
especially enchanting evening
for residential staff and students
because, as many of them said,
it is such a special experience
and privilege to attend a concert in one’s own home. And
for those who do not live in the
Keystone residences, they definitely went home filled with the

bliss and beauty of spring.
This musical extravaganza is
part of the Keystone Classical
Music Series that is a platform
to appreciate the arts in its
many forms, including ballet,
music, and ancient art traditions such as Kun Qu. It also
enriches the school's academic
and social ethos, especially for
our students, by strengthening
creativity, encouraging cultural
fluency, and exposing them to
the best and talented in diverse
fields and disciplines.

Set in the center of the impressive residential campus, the
concert was both intimate and
grand. The evening began with
a few classical pieces performed
by the Symphony Orchestra
starting with the John Williams’
Olympic Fanfare and Theme,
followed by Bizet’s The Carmen
Suites. Tenor Mok, then, took
the stage with a riveting rendition of Wang Luobin’s Faraway
and Eduardo Di Capua’s Neapolitan composition ‘O Sole Mio’. Li
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Music for
a Cause:
Wings of Music Sixth
Anniversary Concert
126

A

war m embrace
on a cold winter’s
evening was how
many described
C h a i L i a n g’s
piano recital. It
was the perfect opening to
Sunday evening’s charity concert at Keystone’s Performing
Arts Center. Violinist and Head
of the String Department of
China’s Central Conservatory
of Music, Chai Liang then took
to the violin, accompanied by
his colleagues on the cello and
piano for a few classical trio
performances.
But the highlight of the evening
was the recitals by nearly 200
students. The students are the
center of a charitable initiative
that brings professionals like
Chai Liang and others, and their
music to mean much more.
Wings of Music is an organization committed to helping

socially and economically disadvantaged children through
music, the study of music, and
training in a symphony orchestra. Sunday’s concert was in
celebration of the charity’s sixth
anniversary. Marking the occasion, the nearly 200 students
played tracks from the Chinese
audio book of The Little Prince.
Several students from Wings of
Music were involved in the recording of this audio book.
Wings of Music hopes that free
music training will in some way
improve their lives. Music will
also help the children establish
a spiritual connection amongst
each other through friendship,
trust and cooperation. The ultimate goal is to be a force of
positivity for the children, and
to make this experience a lasting memory in their lives.
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In Two's
Company:
A Concert
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O

n 26 January, two of most enterprising young musicians in
Beijing – Jin Wenbin and Shawn
Moore – performed at Keystone’s
Performing Arts Center. Both Jin
and Shawn are recent Yale University graduates.
Jin Wenbin started playing the piano at the age
of 5, was accepted into the middle school associated with the China Central Conservatory of Music at 12, and entered Yale University under the
tutelage of Boris Berman at the age of 18. He has
performed around the world, including in the U.S.,
Holland, Italy, Canada, Japan, South Korea, France,
Germany, and Australia.

Shawn Moore, graduate of Bard College and
Yale University, is a concert violinist. He is also an
avid chamber musician, and a regular in concert
circuits such as the Bard Music Festival, the Geneva Music festival, Kneisel Hall and other venues
throughout the world. Shawn was a 2013 Yale
Light Fellow to Korea. He is also a Musician in
Residence at the Yale Club of Beijing.
Their performance captivated the audience
for 45 minutes. Voluntary donations of close to
RMB6000 were collected at the end of the concert, and will be donated to the Light and Love
Orphanage in Shunyi.
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An Evening with
Tchaikovsky
and the National
Symphony Orchestra
Of Ukraine
130

“T

o see a renowned orchestra sitting
on the stage of our Performing Arts
Center was magical. The performance
was mesmerizing,” remarked primary
school English teacher Reada Wilkinson. Most of the guests who attended

the New Year performance of the National Symphony Orchestra Of Ukraine at Keystone Academy felt the same. It was unmistakably an enthralling performance conducted by Chinese virtuoso,
Chai Liang.

The National Symphony Orchestra of Ukraine, one
of the finest in Eastern Europe, was founded in
1918, and many musical masters have conducted
it. Two Keystone students were also presented
with the special opportunity to perform with the
orchestra. They were ecstatic. It is a rare and special chance for a student to be able to perform

alongside some of the best artists in the world. “I
was so lucky to have been chosen. Though I practiced quite a lot, I was still nervous when I went
on stage. But when the orchestra began to play,
it was so enchanting that I forgot how nervous I
was,” said David Sun from grade 10.
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Making a
Slam Dunk!
Keystone's
Basketball
Team Thrives

132

“I

n my many years of experience as an athletics and activities director,” began Derek Davis,
“it is unusual to see a team grow this fast,” Mr.
Davies added. Keystone’s Director of Activities was beaming proudly as he continued
to speak about the school’s basketball team
that has progressed very well within just one year.
Mr. Davies was also humbled by the immense
effort and time invested by both students and
coaches in shaping the boy’s basketball team.
The boys have participated in competitions in
other cities, weekly league games, and frequent
in-house matches. They have played four games
this academic year – lost two and won two – and
made great strides as a team.
Sports teams get better the more time they can
spend on the field, or in the court practicing.

This is one of the benefits of being a residential
school. Boarders are able to practice as much as
they need. It not only helps them grow individually, but also as a team. Mr. Davies remembers this
team spirit when the basketball team returned
from an out-of-city tournament having lost every
single game, “I was very impressed when one of
the students came to me after losing all games,
and said, “we know how much we need to improve, and what we need to do in training.” This is
the right attitude in sports.”
Mr. Davies hopes he can build other teams, such
as soccer and volleyball based on the basketball
model. This team has not only made headway for
themselves, but also made a slam dunk for the
whole school.
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Keystone's First
Community Fair

F

un, food and family – the ideal combination for a beautiful sunny day in Beijing. And Keystone’s first annual spring
fair brought all of these together on 21
May 2016. Kids lined up at the human
gerbil ball section barely containing
their excitement at the prospect of rolling around
in a giant inflatable ball. Soon, adults joined this
popular queue too. There were other games like
cricket, dart-the-balloon, bouncy castles, and
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more. Over 1600 people were also drawn in by
the many stalls that sold items ranging from trinkets, toys, to jewellery, books, flowers, carpets and
so on. With support from the PTA, guests were
also able to enjoy mouthwatering home-cooked
food and sweet treats that were available at several stalls. Close to RMB30000 was raised at the
fair, all of which was donated to the Little Adoption Shop.
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